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ABSTRACT 

This thesis describes the experimental investigation ofan ingot of composition 

Nd3 lb1  1e7(,C.Uo5Nbj B1  was prcpai-ed by arc melting the constituent elements in an 

argon atmosphere. Ihe purity and origin 01 the materials were morc than above 

99.99% Iroin .lolinson Mathcv (Al fi Aesar ). An iorplious ribbons were prepared Iron 

thc ingot using a melt spin machine with a wheel speed of 25 rn/s in an Ar 

atmosphere The resulting ribbons were heat treated in an evacuated quartz tube of IO 

rnbar pressure at ditircnt temperature and times to observe the effect of annealing 

condition on the magnetic properties. Differential Scanning Calorimetry was used to 

determine the crystallization temperature and X-ray diffraction (CuKa) was used to 

identify the phases present in the samples at different stages of the crystallization 

process. The magnet i/at IOU measurements were made by Quantum Design 

MPMSXLS Superconducting Quaiituiii lntcr1rcncc I)cvicc (SQUID) magnetometer. 

Hard Nanocomposite samples of the composition Nd3 Tb1  Fe76Cuo 5Nb1 18.5 

exhibited exchange spring behavior for a wide range of annealing temperature and 

time. Amorphous flakes have been synthesized by melt spinning system and annealed 

in the quartz tube under a vacuum oIl 0' Ill bar pressure to observe the variation of 

magnetic properties with annealing condition. Highest value of coercivity around 4.76 

kOc has been obtained for the ample annealed at 923 K for 5 minutes. Recoil 

hysteresis loops have been measured along the major demagnetization curve to 

observe the extent of springness ofthYarnple annealed at 923 K for 3 minutes. 

Recoil loops are small having high recoil permeability. Irreversible component of 

magnetization was found to have very small value below the critical field. 

xiv 



Nd - deficient Nd2Fe14B/1c3B based nanocomposite alloys are characterized 

by their exchange-spring behavior resulting in remanent ratio greater than 0.5, which 

is highly desirable for permanent magnetic materials. Magnetic properties of 

exchange spring magnets arc governed by the soft and hard magnetic phases that 

develop under appropriate annealing condition. 1-11gb reduced remanence 

characteristics to these materials arise from exchange coupling ol magnetic moments 

across the interface between two phases. Besides high reduced remanence such 

systcms possess high energy product (BI I) and a reversible demagnetization 

curve, which has been called as exchange-spring behavior. 
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CHAPTER -1 
INTRODUCTION 



1.0 iNTRODUCTION 

This thesis focuses on Fe-based soft and hard nanocomposite magnetic materials, 

nanostructed phase of u-Fe(Si) evolved from amorphous precursor contain grains having 

dimension within 10-15nm. Nanornaterials arc generally materials that can have one 

dimension, vvo dimensions or three dimensions and can be specified within a size of 100 

nanometer ( I am = lOmetcr).Application area of inorganic nano particles are abrasives, 

catalysts, pigments/coatings, optical devices, electronic devices, magnetic and structural 

materials. In Fe-based soft nanoeomposite magnetic materials nanograins are dispersed 

within the amorphous matrix. Since, nanograins are exchange-coupled through residual 

amorphous matrix, magnetic anisotropy is averaged out as a result of which permeability 

value is enhanced by the order of 1 01 .  which is extraordinary soft compared to 

conventional soft magnetic materials 

In Fe-based soft nanocom posite magnetic materials, temperature dependence of 

permeability is governed by the composition of the residual amorphous and nanostructcd 

phases. When the sample is annealed below the crystallization temperature, increase of 

initial permeability is attributed to the stress relief, inctease of packing density of atoms 

by annealing out micro-voids and changing the degree of chemical disorder. Temperature 

dependence of permeability curve passes through a maximum just before a sharp fall to 

near zero with the manifestation of llopkinson effect characterizing the l'erro-

paramagnetic transition of the amorphous phase. \Vhcmi the sample is annealed above 

crystallization temperature. the sharpness of' the lid I to lower values of permeability is 

progressively smeared out with the appearanccof a fail in the high temperature region. 

fhc crucial role of exchange interaction is clearly evident when the measuring 

temperature exceeds the Curie temperature of the amorphous matrix ('F > T." ) in the 

temperature dependence of permeability of these biphasc alloys. For T > j.mIOr the 

intcrgranular amorphous matrix become pararnagnetic within which a-Fe(Si) 

ferromagnetic nanograin are embedded. The exchange coupling between the nanogram 



largely ceases to exist. Thus for the measuring temperature 1' > . the initial 

permeability drops down by almost tWO orders of magnitude and the coercivity increase 

correspondingly. When the sample annealed above the second crystallization temperature 

obtained from thermal analysis, temperature dependence of permeability is governed by 

the presence Of Ie213 phase3 
- Some times, presence of brodc phase cannot be dcctcd 

by X-ray diffraction. Since the anisotropy constant of K1  of Fe2B (430 kJ/in3) is live 

order of' magnitude higher than the average anisotropy (K) of u-Fc(Si) nanograins 

minor evolution of Fe213 phase can cause significant damage to exchange 

interaction. Temperature dependcne of u' reveals are the presence of Fe213, which is not 

possible to detect. by X-ray diffraction. Since K1  of Fe2B phases from negative to 

positive value at 523K dramatic rise of' ji from a very low value by an order of 

magnitude at room temperature is expected at 523K for the samples annealed about 873K 

and above. 

Isotropic nanocrystalline magnetic materials with uniaxial anisotropy have been 

found to have a rcmanence to saturation magnetization ratio above the value of 

= 0.5 predicted by Stoner-Wohlfarth model. This romance enhancement is attributed 

to intergrain exchange interactions °'' 8  and it has been observed both in single 

phase 61.9)and nanocoinpoSite materials consistiong of a line mixture of soft and hard 

phases I0 l2• Exchange coupling between the phases allows one to optimize the 

magnetic properties of nanocomposite magnets by combing the high magnetization due 

to the presence of' the soft phase with the high anisotropy of' the hard phase. 

Nanocomposite materials show the characteristic exchange spring' behavior, which 

results from the reversible rotation of the soft magnetic component for field not large 

enough to reverse the hard magnetic phase' 
1.12) 

In Fe-based hard nanocoposite magnetic materials, magnetic properties are 

characterized by exchange-biased soft and hard nanocomposite phases012>. Presence of 

soft nanostructured phase would lead to high value of remancncC, which is expected to be 



greater than 0.5 while presence of hard nanostruetured phase would lead to high value of 

cocrcivitv, which is expected to be greater than 3k0e in the optimized annealing 

condition. Rcnianent ratio is greater than (LS is highly describable for development of 

permanent magnet. Magnetic properties of exchange spring magnets are governed by the 

soft and hard magnetic phases that develop under appropriate annealing condition. High 

reduced rcmanencc characteristic to these materials arises from exchange coupling of 

magnetic moments across the interlhce between two phases. lesides high reduced 

remaneiice such systems posses high energy product (131 l)x and a reversible 

demagnetization curve, which has been called as exchange-spring behavior. The 

theoretical limit for the maximum energy product of a given magnetic material (The 

magnetic induction is written as B = i(J-1 + M) = + .1, with /i = 4 x 1 o- 

Thus giving B and the polarization J in T. and the magnetic field 11 and the magnetization 

MinA/m] 

(nii),, <  
4,I1, 

depends explicitly only on its saturation polarization ,J = p0 Ai1,, but is besides subcct 

to the following conditions: saturation remanence Br = (solid ferromagnetic material, 

i.e. packing fraction p = I and alignment of easy axes parallel to the field axis) and 

critical fields for irreversible magnetization reversible (nucleation fields) 

> 
J , 

= (1.2) 
2,u, 2 

fr On account of these conditions, the li;uh1iTCiflThT1(i :1) may in principle he reached only 

ficetly hgh nonplanar (preferentially uniaxial) magneto e with materials that hav  

crystalline anisotropy K where K is the magneto crystalline anisoiropy 
4i 

constant. More generally speaking, the magnitude of the ratio 

•j2 4K (1.3) 
41i, fL) AI 



Equation(l .3) are characterizes the basic magnetic behavior of the material . If k >> 1, 

the behavior is dominated by magneto crystalline anisotropy; such materials are called 

hard magnetic (k-material). 11' k <-- 1 , the behavior is governed by magnetostatic energy 

and such materials are called sofl magnetic (rn-material). J is for most k-materials 

considerably lower than for many conimoll rn-materials, whereas the coerCiVity lli of k- 

materials may exceed by far the value 
--- 

necessary to reach the limit equation(l .1). 

Moreover, the best of the k-materials contain about 25 wt% or more of a rare earth metal, 

which adds to their price and raises serious problems with respect to chemical stability, 

while most rn-materials are much less reactive and rather inexpensive. 

Therefore it is tempting to consider composite materials consisting of two suitably 

dispersed and mutually exchange-coupled phases, one of which is of which is of the k-

type thus providing a high enough nucleation field for irreversible magnetization reversal, 

and other is an m-typc material with M5  as high as possible, in order to attain a high 

average saturation. In addition the in-material may envelop the k-phase regions in order 

to prevent their corrosion. This causes the magnetic moments of both the phases to 

remain in the same direction. It has been demonstrated earlier by Kneller and l-lawig(1.
2) 

that the enhancement of rcmancncc and cocrcivily by this mechanism is mainly governed 

by the crystallite sizes of both the phases in particular the soft phase, which can be 

controlled that treatment. Compared to single phase Nd2Fc11B/Fe3B based alloys are 

economic and corrosion resistant. Various dopents and substituents have been used to 

enhance the value of coercivity. A partial substitution of Nd by heavy rare earth elements 

like Tb increases the anisotropy field; Hp-.. which enhances the coercive field, but 

decreases strongly the reinancnce due to its antiferromagnetic coupling between rare 

earth and the transition rnetaI 1 ~` 

The demagnetization branch of the hysteresis loop is covex when the soil and 

hard phases of the samples are exchange coupled in the optimum condition of annealing. 

When the sample is over annealed, over-aging of the nanograins would lead to the 

demagnetization curve being concave. If there were no exchange coupling between 



phases one would get constricted hysteresis loop. The recoil permeability of an exchange 

spring magnet is expected to he about 5 times as large as that of a conventional magnet 

with equal coercive field and saturation magnetization, which signilics reversibility of 

magnetic moment in the sift phase below certain critical field" '4 . Reversibility of 

magnetization can be studied from de field demagnetization technique known as DCD 

technique and recoil hysteresis loops. l'emperature dependence of hysteresis loop 

parameters lead to the variation in the shape of hysteresis loop in low temperature region 

i.e. in the range of 5 150K due to spin reorientation of magnetic moment of Nd2Fe14B 

from 300  (from C-axis) to c-axis. By using the demagnetization remanence (I)Cl)) 

technique it has been demonstrated that when a negative field ( lower than the critical 

field for magnetization reversal of the hard phase) is applied to a previously saturated 

sample, a near-reversible rotation of the soft phase magnetization is obtained when the 

field is decreased back to zero, giving risc to the high permeability. 

In the present study the magnetization process in the nanostruetured exchange-

biased system. This is nanocompositc magnetic materials of the composition 

Nd3 FbiFe76Cuo cNbj Big.s. The main objectives of the present work are to synthesize Fe-

based alloys of the above mentioned compositions in the amorphous states by using rapid 

solidification technique and study their magnetic properties with the evolution of 

different phases by varying annealing conditions. Finally it is shown how this material of 

this kind may be realized technologically and that its magnetic behavior corresponds 

entirely to the predictions of the theory. 

In this thesis, chapter-I contains introduction of my work, chaptcr-2 contains the 

description of sofi and hard exchange-biased system, chapter-3 contains introductory 

theoretical aspects and brief literature review on these above mention system, chapter-4 

contains the description of experimental set-ups used in this work and chapter-S contains 

the experimental results and discussions on this system. Finally chapter contains the 

concluding remarks. 



CHAPTER -2 

SOFT AND HARD EXCHANGE-BIASED SYSTEM 



2.0 SOFT AND HARD EXCHANGE-BIASED SYSTEM 

2.1 Introduction 

As we kno\\ Ironi  the Ii iStOry more than two thousand years ago. Chincsc 

navigators were the Irst to use magnetic materials as compasS. After a long period the 

dynamic uses of the magnetic materials were even unnoticed and the discovery of 

Faraday (British scientist) law made a history for the basis of the second industrial 

revolution because of the general availability of electric power. Since then it also started 

the exploration of better magnetic properties of the man made permanent magnets. 

- ......- 

+-... 
-• H ...

H  
) -.. 

:o--  

F. 

L. 

L j I 

• ._____.._ _______ .j. I . 4 , • 7 

1sec ':i • 4. •'r. ?1h: 

Fi 2.1 The hitiv of BH 11.k.11~.  1UC carbon steeL 2:' tUnrtefl 

steel. (3) cobalt steel. 4;' N 1K steel. 5) Ticonal II". $) "Ticonal Q". 7 "Ticonal 

&G". (S) Ti:nia1 XX". () Siu(o. . 
I niPr;'Co. 11 SmCo 12 YciFeB. 

(B': Keeping B.  ' and H L contaiit (B = nianetic iiidnction. H = inngiletic field 

rt1i = cross 5ec1i0n of the inamet and L = lenrtli (if the nia'net. the 

vohune oh the niunt5 decieises \vttll illCt ifl BH. iia::- The numbers in 

'correspond to the nuinbei in 1 A).  

A permanent magnet should Possess two important properties. First, the 

magnetization should still he present when the external magnetizing field is removed. 



Second, it should counteract a demaglieti/ing 11'ce due to a reversed magnetic field. A 

more comprehensive characterization is achieved by means of the maximum energy 

product (B11)1 . On the other hand, it has been observed that for the same volume of the 

magnetic gap and the same strength of the magnetic field in the gap, a larger (BH)11  of 

the permanent magnet results in a smaller volume of the permanent magnet. Therefore, 

the maximum energy product is a basic parameter for measuring the performance of the 

permanent magnets. 

Since the eighties of the nineteenth century, the maximum energy product of 

permanent magnets has been improved by more than a factor of hundred which is 

summarized in Fig. 2.1. It is interesting to note how closely the curve approximates an 

exponential development. So far the permanent magnets with the best performance, 

concerning the energy product, are the rare-earth permanent magnets. Among all of the 

rare-earth permanent magnets. the (BI of Nd-Fe-B exceeds 400kJ/m3  (50MO0c). 

In the rare-earth permanent magnets, the magnetic moments on the transition - 

metal atoms, such as Fe or Co. are exchange coupled with the magnetic moments on the 

rare-earth atoms, which located at crystallographic sites with strong uniaxial anisotropy. 

The 3d atoms provide a high magnetic-ordering temperature by means of the 3d-3d 

exchange interaction. The exchange interaction between 3d and 4f moments results in the 

compounds with strong uniaxial anisotropy, and provides the intrinsic magnetic 

properties for high coercivity magnets. 

Since the success of rare-earth permanent magnets, one as hoped to find a new 

kind of compound which would have better intrinsic properties and would be cheaper 

than Nd2 Fc14 B. Since 1983. when Nd21:e14B was discovered, no real improvement has 

been achieved, despite the fact that some new compounds have been found, such as 

Sm2Fe17N that has a higher Curie temperature and stronger uniaxial anisotropy than 

Nd2Fc11B. 1-lowever, its theoretical (131 l)n:,x  value is smaller than Nd2Fe14 B and the 

element Sm is even more rare than Nd Now the question has arisen whether the (131 

of permanent magnets can be increased appreciably in materials . Therefore, after a lot of 

/ .. 
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experimental performance being done it has been shown that, a much higher (Bl-I)fl)ax 

may be obtained if a material with a low coercivity and high rcmancnce can be properly 

combined in a composite material with a material with high coercivity and low 

rcmanencc. In such a material, both materials can make up each other's deficiencies. 

2.2 The Exchange- Spring Magnet- One Dimensional Model 

Kncllcr and Hawig 2 ' used a one- dimensional model shown in Fig.-2.1 to 

represent the basic principles of the exchange coupling between the hard magnetic phase 

(k phase) and the soft- magnetic phase (m phase) . The magneto crystalline anisotropy is 

assumed to be uniaxial in both phases, with the easy axis being parallel to the z- axis and 

perpendicular to the x -axis. Furthermore the composite material is assumed to be 

consists of a sequence of alternating k- and m- phase regions along the x- axis with 

widths of 2bk and 2b,,1. respectively, being crystallography coherent and exchange 

coupled through the phase boundaries 2'.The anisotropy energy density depends on the 

angle (p between A'I and the easy axis as 

E A. = K sin (/7 (2.1) 

where K > 0. As per the definition mentioned earlier it may be mentioned that the ratio of 

the hard phase kk = 
4Kk 

>>l that !br the soft phase, k = 
4K,,, 

<<i. ic ratio 
1i0 M,. "' 

is of the order 1 02  to 103, according to Tablc-2.1. This is due mainly to the magnitude of 

the ratio cm  not exceeding 10 in practical cases. 

The exchange energy density may be written in the form 

E A 
dx 

(2.2) 

-r 
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Table2.1: Room temperature 'ialues of magnetic properties of sorrie magnetically hard 

(K-type) and some magnetically soft (M-type) materials (2.1) 

Category I Material Ctystal TC Ms K 
- 

4K H A  POHA 5 

"Ti 

12 

°C/K (106 J1m3 ) - p0 M 106A/rn  'T' 
etry 

iüi !m 

K-type BoO hex 450/723 0.32 0.32 7.2 1.35 1.7 0.47 0.45 

Hard(K>>1) 6Fe2O,  tetr 360/533 0.52 1.16 9.2 2.94 3.7 0.72 1,30 

H = A tetr 312/535 1.25 9.40 19.0 12.00 15.1 1.57 4.90  
Nd2F 4B 

Cq  hex 730/103 0.84 11.90 54.0 23.00 23.6 1.05 2.20 

K1 Co hex 1120/13 1.40 0.53 0.42 0.70/0.6 0.88/ 1.76 6.2 

M12 
93 0 0.75 

2Kfu0 M cub 760/104 1.70 0.047 0.05 0.25 1.06 2.13 9.0 

M-type soft 
______ ___ _______ _______ ______ 

Fe23 B6  cub 425/693 1.35 0.01 0.03 0.67 0.86 1.70 5.7 K<<1 

HA 
tetr 370173 1.28 0.2 0.39 0.64 0.80 1.60 5.1 



where A is a constant of the order 10' Jim at room temperature, but depends on the Curie 

temperature T and temperature T as A 7

] 2 

, and Ni is for the present model the 

angle in the yz-plane between M and the z-axis. With these quantities, the energy per 

unit area of a 180°  131och wall in it homogeneous material may approximately as 

K + &I — ( 

(2.3) 

(

52 
7r  ) I  

where 5 is the wall thickness, K is the magnctocrystalline anisotropy constant and A the 

exchange constant. The two terms in equ C(2.3) represent the anisotropy energy and the 

exchange energy respectively. 

in eqwlihriuni, v(') has a minimuflhl 
cly 

 - 0 l from where the 
\\ th) ) 

equilibrium quantities 60 , y are obtained 

8
(  11" 

(2.4) 
K) 

21AK 
2 ) (2.5) 

Critical dimensions br it high energy magnetization reversal in the one 

dimensional system in Fig.-2.2 are obtained from a consideration of the reversal process. 

Let us assume that the hard phase has a reasonable thickness, 

(A 2 . . 

bk = corresponding to about its critical thickness. Starting from the 

saturation remanence along the easy direction +z-axis shown in Fig.-2.2(a), when the 

magnetization will invariably begin to change reversibly in the soft phase. It should be 
I ,  

A \12 

noted at this point that since k0, << kk  therefore; b, 8, = 
1 

 
in 
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Fig.2.2. Schematic one-dimensional model of the microstructurc and the micromagnetic 

structure of' the exchange-coupled composite material as a basis fbr the calculation of the 

critical dimensions of the phase regions: 

(a) Saturation remanence. 

(b)-(c) Demagnetization in an increasing reverse field 1-1 at a constant overeritical 

width of the rn-phase, h,>> hH?,, 

(d) Demagnetization at decreasing width b, —* 

n 



In this condition, two equilibrium 1800  walls will from reversibly in rn-phase in 

Fig.-2.2(h). When II is further increased in Fig.-2.2(e), these walls will he rcversibly 

compressed towards the k-phase boundary, and the energy density in these walls will 

increase above its equilibrium value. The magnetization in the k-phase iW. remains 

essentially unchanged, as kk >> k,,,. This process will continue until the energy density in 

the soft phase, En,, approaches the equilibrium energy density of the hard phase E,,,k.  In 

this case, the wall will invade into the k-phase regions. The corresponding critical field 

2k 
H 0  is lower than the anisotropy field of the k-phase ,, = ---, yet it will have 

about the same order of magnitude. 

The coercive field ll(j  is defined by M(I-I ( . (  )= 0 and is much smaller, HCM 

<<I-Ino  as Msrn > MA and because it has been assumed that b 1  >> bk, and thus the 

demagnetization curve M r (I1 = o) and ivI(II(tf  )= 0 is completely reversible. If b11) is 

now reduced to values b,, <S, l-1 remains unchanged, but HCM increases because, for H 

< H 0, the thickness of the I XO°  walls in the rn-phase is essentially confined ó,,, h,,, <601. 

Hence the critical width of the rn-phase giving the maximum eoercivity is 

determined in the following way. For small ôrn (61 << örn) from equ"(2.3), 

UI 
, from where the energy density 

= 

;1,,, (2.6) 

Increasing the result in 611 1 be,,, yields the critical di fllcllsiufl of the ni-phase 

2k 
2.7) 

"" ) 



with representative values A I O 1/rn kk = 2x 106 Jim3, one gets for b111 5nm. For 

the k-phase a critical thickness cannot be derived theoretically. For practical purpose it 

seems reasonable to take bk about equal to the equilibrium will thickness in the k-phase 

= = as has been assumed initially. Since mostly Ak < A,,, on account of
kk 

the generally low Curie temperature of the K-materials, this gives for bk about the same 

magnitude as 

= (2.8) 

Because the model of Kneller and l-1awigt2' is very simple ,one may not expect 

that the calculated results will exactly represent reality. Nevertheless, the model 

qualitatively describes the basic relationships between the microstructure and the 
T 

magnetic properties of a two phase exchange - coupled magnetic material. By means of 

cqu(2.7) one can understand that the larger the exchange constant A of the m phase is, 

the larger the exchange coupling length b, 11, of the m- phase will be. On the other hand 

the smaller the magnetocrystalline - anisotropy constant Kk  of the k- phase , the larger 

the exchange - coupling lcngthb,,, of the in- phase. The microstructure should consist 

of two suitably dispersed ferromagnetic and mutually exchange- coupled phases , one of 

which is hard magnetic in order to provide a high coercive field , while other may be 

solt magnetic , providing a high saturation magnetization. The grain size of the soft 

magnetic phase should be twice the domain wall width of the hard magnetic phase. 

2.2 Effect of Exchange Coupling on the Macro-Magnetic Properties 

V.ssentlal conditions Ir the iii icrustructute of such materials are alline and regular 

dispersion of phases on a scale of the order 1 Onm (hk = bcrn = 5nm) and exchange 

coupling between the k- and in-phase regions, which implies the crystallographically 

coherent formation of two phases with generally different structures, such conditions are 

known to arise during the continuous decomposition of a metastable supersaturated phase 



that has crystallized from a glassy state 2 i'his means that materials with the desired 

properties may be produced by liquid quenching ola suitable alloy to the glassy state and 

subsequent hcating of the glass. In theE the usefulness of the glassy state as a precursor 

for producing permanent magnet materials has been widely recognized for over Len 

ycars24 - 2.10) mainly because very finely grained mierostructures may be obtained by this 

method. 

The first indication of typical features of such a mechanism was gathered from a 

recent publication of Cochoorri c/. a1.
210

, who reported that liquid quenching and 

subsequent heating of alloys in the vicinity of Nd4Fc771319  leads to remarkable permanent 

magnet properties [up to I IUM - 280kA!m. (13M)1 1 951J1m3  ] in a state in which the 

material was found to cnsist of 85% definitely soft magnetic phases 1.73% Fe3B and 12Yo 

a-Fe] and only 15% hard phasc[Nd2Fei 4B]. Moreover, it was particularly noted in that 

publication that the material exhibits an unusually high isotropic remanence ratio rnr  > 

0.5. The further development begins with the decomposition into Fc313 and a-Fe, thereby 

increasing the until these transform into the hard phase Nd2Fc14 B, i.e. the hard phase 

form here not as a primary precipitate in the Fe23136  phase, but from the Nd enriched 

remainder of the decomposition of Fe2 B, into FcB and a-Fe. 

A magnetically soft matrix containing very fine and rather homogeneously 

distributed inclusions of a hard phase. It is remarkable that the crystallographic coherency 

and consequently the exchange coupling between the phases is retained, as is evident 

from the magnetic properties. The exchange coupling between neighboring grains may 

result in some special types of magnetic behavior: 

2.2.1 Volume Fractions of Phases 

The optimum geometry of the microstructure minimizes the volume fraction of 

the k-phase 

V.. 
1' =--- 

(2.9) 
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where Vk is the volume of the k-phase; V is the total volume of material under the 

conditions of about equal lateral dimensions of the two phases, b 1 = bk and the chemical 

protection of the k-phase by the in-phase. A mathematical solution of this Problem would 

be of no practical value, because in technologically realizing such a material one must put 

up with the microstructurc that nature produces with a suitable pair of phases. 

1 lowever, that the type of microstructure to look for is a homogeneous 

precipitation of a k-phase in an rn-phase, and not vice versa. With the reasonable 

assumptions that precipitates with diameters of the order of some nrn are spherical 

(minimum surface to volume ratio) and arc spatially distributed approximately according 

to an fcc lattice (equal diffusion paths). One obtains 

7r 
= 0.09. 

24 
(2.10) 

Virtually the same result is obtained with bce lattice: 

V. 0.09. 
64 

Once Vk  is known, the average saturation magnetization of the materials given by 

M k+(1 ) Alf , fl  

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Under the initial assumption Mk < Mçrn and with Vk = 0.09, cqu"(2. 12) yields M 

whereas for platelets of alternating k- and rn-phases as in the model Fig.-2.2, v 0.5 

and M ,  = 
Al + Al 

2.2.2 Effect of Rernanence Enhancement 

Within the frame work of the Stoner-Wohlfarth theory, the saturation remanence 

of an ensemble of non interacting and single—domain grains, with uniaxial 



magnetocrystallinc-anisotropy and with isotropic distribution of the easy axes, is given by 

.1,. = 0.5J. ( J is the spontaneous polarization) In this case, the easy directions lying in 

the upper half— sphere arc equally occupied. ll however, the neighbouring grains arc 

coupled by exchange interaction particularly in a two phase composite material • if 

b = bern, all magnetic moments of the soft magnetic phase arc coupled by exchange 

interactions originating from neighboring hard magnetic phase grains . In this situation, 

the magnetic moments of neighboring grains tend to align parallel to each other along the 

original saturation magnetization direction. Therefore, the rcmanencc r will he larger 

than 0.5 J 

2.2.3 Effect of Coercivity Red uction 

The demagnetizing field will reduce the magnetization by reversing the 

magnetic moments. The demagnetizing field at which the magnetization is reduced to 

zero is detined as the coercive field or the cocrcivity. One can assume that there is only a 

difference of microstructurc between the two systems with same magnetic matrix phase, 

i.e, in one system, all magnetic grains are isolated by a paramagnetic layer, and in another 

system, the neighboring magnetic grains are coupled by exchange interaction through the 

grain boundaries. In the latter system, when the demagnetizing field reverses the 

moments in same grains, they tend to reverse the moments in the neighboring grains by 

exchange coupling. Therefore, there is an additional demagnetizing field due to the 

neighboring grains. The effective demagnetizing field in the exchange - coupled system 

is larger than in the isolated system". Fxchangc coupling leads to a decrease of the 

cocrcivity. 

In a two phase exchange - coupled system, the effective anisotropy field of 

the soft magnetic phase increases and the effective anisotropy field of the hard magnetic 

phase decreases due to the exchange- coupling between both kind of grains. Therefore, 

the eocrcivity of a two phase nano composite magnet should be in between the 

coercivities of the hard magnetic phase and the soft magnetic phase. The higher .11  of the 

soft magnetic phase, the lower the coercivity of two phase exchange coupled system, 

despite the enhancement of the remanence. Therefore rernanenee enhancement 
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originating from the exchange coupling can only be rcachcd at the expense of the 

cocrcivity. 

2.2.4 Effect of Exchange Coupling on the Demagnetizing Curve 

If all magnetic moments of the soft magnetic phase in a two phase 

composite material are in the exchange-coupled region , i.e, if the mean grain size of the 

soft phase 2b1  is equal to 2bcrn , the demagnetizing curve after previous saturation will 

be convex in the second quadrant , like for single - phase material . If 2b > 2bcm, SOC 

of the magnetic moments in the central part of the soft magnetic phase will become 

decoupled from neighboring grains of the hard magnetic phase. When the 

demagnetizing field reaches the reversal f ield of the soft- phase, these decoupled 

moments will reverse which will lead to a large reduction of the magnetization. Thus the 

demagnetizing curve will have a concave shape in the second quadrant. In practice, there 

is a demagnetizing field originating from the magnetic charges at the surface or/and 

inside the magnetized sample. When the external magnetizing field is near zero, the 

demagnetizing field easily reverses the decoupled moments to give rise to a step in the 

demagnetizing curve around zero field. 

2.2.5 Spring - Magnet Behavior 

In the demagnetizing process- which starts from the saturated remancnt 

state, the reversal of magnetic moments is reversible when the demagnetizing field (111) is 

smaller than the critical switching field ( l-l). However, when ''d > 1-I 0, the reversal of 

the magnetic moments is irreversible . In a conventional hard magnet with single 

magnetic domain grains, the grains with orientation different from the demagnetizing 

field direction have different critical switching fields. For an assembly of rotated 

magnetic moments, some have experienced a reversible rotation some an irreversible 

rotation when the demagnetizing field is smaller than the largest critical field. When I l 

is close to the coercivity (He). the reversal is almost irreversible. In a two phase 

hi 
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exchange-coupled magnetic material the situation is di!Thrcnt. For a sufficiently small 

demagnetizing field Hf  most moments of the hard phase may not yet have reversed their 

direction, although much more moments of the soil phase have already done so. When 

the demagnetizing field is rcmoved, the moments of the soft phase can return reversibly 

to their original direction owing to the exchange coupling to the neighboring hard grains. 

Thus the reversibility of two phase exchange coupled magnets is much larger than that of 

conventional hard magnets. This is partly due also to the fact that the saturation 

magnetization M1 of the soft phase is larger than that of the hard phase M. The 

magnetic behavior sketched for the two phase magnet is , in a way , similar to that of a 

mechanical spring Therefore, magnets with high reversibility are called spring magnets. 

2.3 Hysteresis loop and Demagnetization Curve 

According to the foregoing analysis, the demagnetization curve after previous 

saturation of such a material will he reversible in reverse fields 1-1 < H11(, i.e., before the 

magnetization of the k-phase begins to switch, as is illustrated schematically in the Fig. 

2.3(a) and Fig. 2.3(b). At 1-1< iL the material has unidirectional anisotropy 22 , on 

account of the exchange coupling between the two phases. This and the following 

statements with respect to reversibility hold independently whether the material is aligned 

or isotropic. 

For a given pair of phases, the reversible range in M, AM,,.dcpcnds on the 

volume fraction of the hard phase Vk (or the soft phase v,,, v. , respectively), on the 

ratio and on the lateral dimension of the rn-phase At fixed Vk and, 
MSm 

, 

is smallest for bm , (the optimum microstructure, Fig. 2.3(a)) and increases as b > 

the overaged state, Fig. 2.3(b) 1, because I l remains conslant. At large v, , v,,, = 0.8, 

for example, AM. may well execed the saturation remanencc M,., Fig. 2.3(b)I. 

It is for this specific and quite typical magnetic behavior, in a sense resembling a 

mechanical spring that such magnets have been termed as exchange-spring magnets. 
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Their striking reversibility in conunction with a high remanence and a high coercivity 

distinguishes them uniquely from the conventional single !i.rromagnetic phase permancnt 

magnets, where the demagnetization curves rellect essentially the distribution of the 

critical switching fields and are. therefore, mainly irreversible shown in Fig 2.3(c). 

In order to further illustrate these features, some minor loops are drawn in the Fig. 

2.3(a)-2.3(c), as they will be obtained upon reducing to zCro and re-increasing the field at 

various points along the demagnetization curve. The recoil permeability fir of an 

exchange spring magnet is expected to be about 5 times as large as that of a conventional 

magnet with equal coercive field and saturation magnetization.. 

As for the general shape of the demagnetization curve M (H), it is immediately 

obvious from the exchange spring mechanism that an optimum microstrueture (h,,,. = 

bcm) will yield a "normal" convex M(H) curve shown in Fig. 2.3(a) between M,, and M = 

0, similar to a conventional permanent magnet shown in Fig. 2.3(c). Whereas an averaged 

microstructure (1),,,. >> bcm) must lead to a quite characteristic shape of the 

demagnetization curve being concave throughout from short below the remanence on 

until saturation in the reverse direction. in any case, the exchange coupling between the 

phases produces a shape of the saturation ioop like that of a uniform material showing no 

indication of the presence of two phases with extremely different magnetic hardness. If 

there was no exchange coupling, one would get a constricted loop as in Fig. 2.3(d). 

2.3.1 Saturation Rernanence Ratio 

A/. ---- 

I he value of rn = —f- depends on the phases employed. A quantitative 

calculation of in, ft'r a given pair of phases is in general difficult, because it requires the 

micro magnetic treatment of complex many body magnetic systems. Therefore, this is 

describe here only the character of the problem and on that basis will derive approximate 

solutions for two simple cases in order to illustrate how the parameters of the systems 

determine the result. 

It will be general lv assumed that microstructure originates by precipitation of the 

k-phase in an m-matrix and thus corresponds in essence to the model and that a number 



of k-precipitates in a single rn-grain is large enough to apply statistics whcre appropriate. 

Moreover, it is assumed that the 1<-phase has a uniax ial crystal structure, e.g. tetragonai or 

hexagonal, with the ck-axis being the easy magnetic axis, whercas the rn-phase may have 

all),-  symfllctry, in particular cubic symmetry. 

Since there must be magnetic exchange coupling between the k-phase and rn-

phase regions, the phases must be crystaliographically coherent. This implies that the 

orientations of the ck-axes (eaSY axis of the k-precipitates) in the rn-matrix are not 

arbilray, but must be parallel to sped flc crysallographic axes [Ii0k/ o! the ill-crystal 

lattice. Since the precipitate  Will generally lorm at a temperature above the Curie 

temperatures of both phases, it may be presumed that the ck-axes of the k-precipitates are 

distributed equally among these distinguished orientations [h0  k010 1 

Now consider a single spherical (in order to exclude shape anisotropy) rn-grain 

and dtsrcgard demagnetization eUccts 
(_,fl)• Since kk >> k1 , the resulting saturation 

rcrnancncc of the k-precipitates in the grain M,k  will then point in the direction [/ik./ ]r, ,  

which is symmetric with respect to the ck-axes, {h0 k/ ()  and forms tile smallest angle 0 

with the previously applied saturation field H. Hence M,.k  is in general not parallel 

to H. For simplicity, this assume for tile following that all of these symmetry axes 

17 s k.1ç ] with respect to [h0 k010 ] are crystallographically equivalent and form the same 

angle Uk with all possible ck-axes[/;) k/O ]. in such cases the relative magnitude of M,.k be 

comes 

Ail 'k 

= ,?l, = dOS ( 
-- -- 

(2.13) 

The magnetization of the soft rn-matrix is exchange coupled with the 

magnetization of the k-precipitates along their mutual pilaSe boundaries. Therefore, the 

resulting rcmaninee of the rn-matrix M will be parallel to M,.k . The relative size of 

Alf 
= ni,,, will, however, be greater than ',h = cOSak ,because tile exchange 

coupling within the rn-matrix will SmOOtll out the local magnetization ,,,, (i) between 
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the nearly fixed because Kk >> K) magnetization directions in the surrounding k-

precipitates in such a way that the total free energy is minimized. Thus the magnetization 

M, () of the rn-matrix in the rcmanent state will be, in general, inhomogencous, and 

the resultant mini must be calculated micro magnetically from the condition of minimum 

total energy, which may be complicated. 

Consequently there exist in each grain of the material j, depending on the crystal 

symmetry of the in-phase and the crystallographic coherency conditions for the k- 

precipitates, one or several equivalent axes [hk/ for the total resultant saturation 

rernanence vector A1r,  whose relative magnitude 

M
11  . (i 

)[

Vk-  "Xk "sk + (i - v )/iirni A/Is,n  1 (2.14) 

is the same for all grains. 

For a polycrystallinc sample of magnetically independent grains with their 

crystallographic axes oriented at random, the relative remanence in, is then obtained by 

averaging over the angles U between the direction of the previous saturation field II and 

the corresponding direction [Ii.k.1],1 of M, in the grains: 

?fl = III , (cos 0 
it1 

 
(2.15) 

Any numerical evaluation of equul (2.15) requires the knowledge of the crystal symmetry 

of the rn-phase, the crystallographic orientationS[h0 k0) /j of the ck-axcs, and the volume 

fractions and saturations of the phases. 

2.3.2 Nucleation Field and Coercive Field 

The characteristic properties of an exchange-spring magnet, the nucleation field 

(H 0) for irreversible magnetization reversal and likewise the coercive field (HUM) are the 

most complex and least reliably predictable quantities. Only rough estimates will be 

attempted. One would get for a completely alig ned microstructure as in Fig.-2.2 

2K 
= k and for an isotropic polvcrystal about one half of this value 

/l0Mvm 
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= (2.16) 
IML /I() jW sin 

With representative quantities Kk = 2x 106i/rn3, 1/v1 = 1.81 , this would give for H 0  

the order 106A/m, which seems rather high and may be considered an upper limit to H. 

For an optimum microstructure. b11 one would expect I-Ii  z Hm,. For 

averaged microstructure, I. e. , h > 1 l cm  will depend on b11  as 

= 
1ff 2  

(2.17) 
2i i'J S,,  

I, 

( A 2 

For h = k.m = I equ(2. 1 7) transforms into equ(2. 18), HM = 11 0. With 
2Kk ) 

representative values Am 10 Jim ,u0 M = 1.8T, equ(2.17) becomes 

= 
3 Xl0 

. giving with. e.g.. h 1 I 0nrn. lICA/ = 3 x 105 A/m. 

With regar(l to equ(2. 1 6). 1 1110 and si in i larly I Lmi must vary with temperature 

about as 
Kk In particular, ilthe Curie temperature of the k-phase is substantially lower 

that that of the soft rn-phase Tk - l' (see iable-2. 1), 11c1  will decrease rapidly with 

rising temperature and at T will reach the low value oithe soft phase. 

2.4 Magnetic Properties in the Optimum State 

Both Fig.-2.4(a) and Fig.-2.4(h) are shows the typical characteristics of the 

exchange-spring mechanism, namely a high (isotropic) remanence ratio m1  > 0.5 and a 

high degree of reversibility in lields below I1c l. the recoil permeability p,. = I + 
M

being 

of the order of 5. 

It is interesting to analyze the dc demagnetization curve M(H) between the 

saturation rernanence M,., and the reverse saturation -Ms, in terms of the reversible and 
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the irreversible portions of thc total magnetization change as a Function of the reverse 

field. 

Fig.-2. 4 Demagnetization curve M (II) measured after previous saturation in the 

opposite direction in the held J1--I200 kA/m on the alloy.(a) in the optimum 

magnetic slate b1  bcm (b) in an averaged state. b 1>b 1  

The irreversible portion is described by the dc Field demagnetization remanence 

Md (H), being the remanence acquired after saturation in one direction and subsequent 

application of a dc field H in the opposite direction. Fig.-2.5(a) shows a plot of the 

M.—M,(H) i....(i-i) 
reduced quantity D(JJ) = = - versus H as measured on the 

2M,. 2M,. 
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alloy in the optimum state. The derivative 
' 

= ,t(H,,) is the distribution function of 

critical fields Ii for irreversible magnetization reversals. 
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Fig.-2.5. Analysis of the total magnetization change 

- Ai%'I(H) = AM,r,.ei. (ii)— (ii), along the demagnetization curve M (1-1) , after 

previous saturation in the opposite direction in the held H = 1200 kAlm of the alloy in 

the optimum magnetic state. (a) Measurements of the irreversible portion 



AM .., (ii) oo  LI 
- , versus II. The theoretical curve sin 0 versus 

2M, cosO 

eurresponds to the Kondorsklj model ot completely inhoniogeneous rotation. I L = 300 

kA/m from the best fit of the theoretical curve to the experimental data. U is the angle 

between the field axis and the z axis. 

) 
(b) Measurements of the reversible part - 

AM. (ii 
 , showing a sharp peak at H = H,, 

= 300 kA/ni. The reduction with Mr, serves the correlation with (a) and has no theoretical 

background. 

The experimental curve D(II) may be interpreted according to the model in Fig. 

2.2, i.e., by purely inhomogeneous magnetization rotation Kondorskij mechanism2 
12)  

assuming equal probabilities of angles O:!~ 0 ::~ 90°  in the xz-plane between the field I-I 

and the z axis. In that case, i-i (o) = = . When the reverse field 11 increases 
cos0 cos0 

from Ii = 0, no irreversible magnetization reversal occurs as long as 11 < FI. When I-I 

increases further to some value II = , for example, all regions with 0 :f~- 0 :!~- 01 , 
cosO 

have reversed, and the total irreversible change in magnetization 

0 

is - AMirrev  = 2Mr  fcosfflO = 2A/1r SIflE, from where D(JI,) 
cosO 

The best fit of a 

corresponding plot of sin 0 versus to the experimental curve D(H) is obtained 
cos0 

with the value H1 3.0 x  I 0 A/in. This ci .'1sdrawn in Fig.- 5(a). Hence most of the 

distribution f(I-I1 ) is due to the distribution of angles 0, whereas the mechanism of the 

irreversible magnetization reversal and the k- and m phases involved in it are the same 

throughout the sample. 

G
KU E7 



Measurements of the reversible portion - versus H are given in Fig- 
M r  

2.5(b) for the same sample as Fig.- 2.5(a). The reduction with Mr serves only the 

correlation with Fig. -2.5(a) and has no theoretical background. The initial (below the 

maximum) and final (high 1-I) parts of the curve in conjunction with shown in Fig. -2.5(a) 

reflects in an obvious manner properties ol' the hysteresis loop. The most remarkable 

feature of the curve is the sharp maximum at H = I-I, i.e., precisely where it is to be 

expected on account of the proposed magnetization mechanism. 

AN 
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Fig.2.7 shows the coercivity lli of the alloy in the optimum state as a function of 

the temperature T. As is seen, the cxtra cocrcivity that is gained by the exchange 

coupling of the sofl rn-phase to the hard k-phase decreases with rising 'I' and vanishes at 

the Curie temperature of the hard phase Nd2 Fc1 .1B (Tk = 580 K, sec Table-2.1). 
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Fig.-2.7. Coercive force /t(  l-Ij versus temperature T' as measured on the alloy in 

the optimum magnetic state. The end of the steep decrease in HM(T) corresponds 

to the Curie temperature of the hard phase Nd2Fii13,Te  = 580 K. The low 

coercive force at 'f> 580 K is that of the soft magnetic phases Fe23B, (Tc  = 698 

K) and Fe3B ('Fe = 783 K). The curve is completely reversible. 
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CHAPTER -3 
AN OVERVIEW OF NANOCRYSTALLINE MATERIALS 
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3.0 An Overview of Nanocrystalline Materials 

3.1 History of amorphous and nanocrystallinc materials 

The nanotechnology has its roots date back to a 1959 talk given by Richard 

Feynman (http:/nano, Xerox. eom/nanotech/feynman.html) in which he said, "The 

principles of physics, as !hr as I can see, do not speak against the possibility of 

maneuvering things atom by atom. It is not an attempt to violate any laws; it is something 

in principle, that can be done; but in practice it has not been done because we are too 

big". But with the tremendous advancement of science and technology for the last two 

decades the idea that we should he able to economically arrange atoms in most of the 

ways permitted by physical law has gained fairly general acceptance. The recent 

advances in materials synthesis, characterization techniques and methods of advance 

measurement flicilities on the nanometer scale have greatly assisted the expansion of'  

nanotechnology. 

These are various methods of preparing nanoparticles and / or nanostructured 

materials which include: (i) Plasma Processing 
(31, 3.21 (ii) desposition technique 

33. 3.4) 

and (iii) rapid quenching and subsequently crystallized to nanometric grains embedded in 

a remaining amorphous matrix In the present work nanocrystalline alloys have been 

prepared by the last method. 

Amorphous soil magnetic alloys are now well accepted and mature materials. At 

first the great interest in amorphous mctals.stems from reports by Duwaz ci al. (3')  on the 

preparation and properties of amorphous metallic alloys. Simpson and Brandley 
(37) 

appear to have been the first to point out that the amorphous alloys arc expected to have 

no magnetocrystallinc anisotropy and should have very low coercivity. Progress in this 

field is often characterized by further improvement according to specific requirements of 

particular applications. The first example for soft magnetic behavior in the 

nanocrystalline state was given by 0' 1 landley ci al. for a dcvilrifled glassy Co-based 

alloy. I-Iowcver, the soil magnetic properties were inferior than their amorphous 

counterpart. The most promising properties so far have been found in Fe-based alloys. 

61 
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Therefore, the Co-based alloys afler nanocrystallization by thermal treatment fiilcd to 

show promising soft magnctic properties. 

Amorphous alloys have enormous scientific and technological interest because 

they do not have any long-range atomic order. As a result these materials have high 

resistivities, low magnetocrystallinc anisotropy and no microstructural inhomogencities. 

As a result, these materials arc observed to have small hysteretic and eddy current losses. 

Amorphous alloys are typically formed by rapid solidification processing rules; though 

more conventional solidification rules are possible for bulk amorphous alloys. The study 

of metallic glasses dates back to the pioneering work of Pol Duwez at Caltech in the 

1 950s.   Duwcz employed atomization L'  and gun techniques (310)  prior to splat quenching 

(3.11-3.12). Ferromagnetic amorphous alloys were first reported by Mader and Nowik 
(313)• 

Soon after, Tsuei and Duwez 
(314)  reported splat quenched amorphous ferromagnets with 

interesting soft magnetic properties. Rapid solidification processing is reviewed only in a 

cursory manner here, citing techniques, which have been employed to produce materials. 

3.2 Kinds of nanocrystaltine alloys 

Nanocrystalline amorphous ribbons can be considered as an off-shoot of 

amorphous materials, in fact nanocrystall inc amorphous ribbons are composite materials 

where nanocrystais are embedded in an amorphous matrix. Nanocrystalline materials 

represent one of the most active research areas.in  recent times for the atomic tailoring of 

materials with specific properties and property combinations. However, it is still in its 

infancy since its emergence as potential materials has just begun at this stage of 

development. 

Nanocrystalline alloys can be described in general as TL1  [TE, M, NM]X, where 

TL denotes a late ferromagnetic transition metal element, TE is an early transition metal 

element, M is a metalloid and NM is a noble metal. This composition usually has x < 

0.20 i.e. with as much late lcrromagnctic transition metals (TL of Co, Ni, or Fe) as 
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possible. The remaining early transition metals (TE = Zr, Nb, I-If, Ta etc.) and mctalloids 

(M = B, P. Si etc.) are added to promote glass formation in the precursor. The noble 

metal elements (NM = Cu, Ag, Au etc.) serve as nucleating agents for the ferromagnetic 

nanocrystalline phase. The compositions are limited by where glass formation can occur 

prior to the nanocrystallinc route. These alloys may be single phase (Type-i) but are 

generally two-phase materials with a nanocrystallinc 1i.rromagnctic phase and a residual 

amorphous phase at the grain boundaries (Type-Il). The Type-Il nanocrystalline alloys 

might have general properties: 

Relatively high resistivity (50-80 -cm) 

Low magnetocrystalline anisotropy and 

Increase mechanical strength. With properties such as these, 

nanocrysiallinc alloys have great potential as soft magnetic properties. 

Nanocrystalline Fe-Cu-Nb-Si-13 alloys have been patented by Yoshizawa ci al. 

under the trade name FINEMET @TM t3.15.3I()  Soft materials based on Fe-M-Cu-B have 

been patented by Kojima ci at. hi)  under the trade name NANOPERM This Fe- 

M-Cu-B [M = Zr, Nb, I If . ..] nanocrystallinc alloys have all been optimized to achieve 

small inagnetostrictive coefficients and concomitant large permeahilities. More recently 

(Fe,Co)-M-Cu-B M = Nb, I If or Zrj nanocrystallinc alloys, called lIITPERM have been 

shown to have attractive induction ( I .6-2. I lesla) combtned with high permeahilities and 

high Curie temperature. In FINMINl'S (L-lcSi nanoparticles with a 1)03  structure are 

observed and in NANOPERM u-Fe particles with hcc structures are formed. In 

HITPERM alloys nanocrystallinc u-bce and a-bce, B2-FcSi (132)-FeCo arc formed with 

significantly improved high temperature magnetic properties than in the former two. 

Nanocrystallinc soft magnetic alloys have received considerable attention due to their 

excellent soil magnetic properties Small addition of Cu and Nb into Fe-Si-B 

amorphous materials changes considerably their crystal I izaLion process, which is 

executed under appropriately controlled conditions and the specific purpose of these 

addition are: 

The element Cu is used for helping the formation of nuclei of ultra fine grains 

and 
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• The element Nb is used to impede the growth of the crystallites. 

In this material, the nanocrystallinc state is composed of a fine structure of a-

Fe(Si) and is usually around 10 nm. For such an average grain size the exchange 

interaction dominates the magnetic behavior of randomly oriented crystallites guided by 

random anisotropy IQ) 

3.3 Fe-based Soft Nanocomposite Magnetic Material 

A new class of Fe-based alloys exhibiting superior soft magnetic properties has been 

discovered for the first time by Yoshizawa ci. a1. 3 ' 5  . Nanocrystalline structure of these 

alloys oilers a new opportunity for tailoring soft magnetic materials. The particular 

characteristic of these types of alloys is its ulirafine microstructure of b.c.e. Fe-Si with 

grain sizes of 10-15 nm for which their soft properties are derived and after which they 

were named nanocrystallinc. 

It is well known that the niicrostructure, especially, the grain size, essentially 

determines the hysteresis ioop of ferromagnetic materials. The present understanding of 

the coercivity, I-ic, in the whole range of structural correlation lengths starting from 

atomic distances in amorphous alloys over grain sizes, I), in the nanometer regime up to 

macroscopic grain sizes"'. Ihe permeahil iiv shows an analogous behavior being 

essentially inversely proportional to iI. The - dependence of coercivity for large grain 

sizes reflects the conventional rule that good soft magnetic properties require very large 

grains (D> 100 jtm). Thus the reduction of particle size to the regime of the domain wall 

width increases the coercivity I-Ic  towards a maximum controlled by the anisotropies of 

materials. Lowest cocrcivities, however, are again found for smallest structural 

correlation lengths like in amorphous alloys ("grainsize" of the order of atomic distances) 

and in nanocrystallinc alloys fi.r grain sizes I) < 20 nni. The new nanocrystallinc niaterial 

fills in the gap between amorphous metals and conventional poly-crystalline alloys. 



3.3.1 Formation of NanocrystaHine State 

A typical nanocrysiall inc structure with good soft magnetic properties occurs if 

the amorphous state is crystallized provided the primary crystallization of bcc Fe takes 

place prior to the lbrmation of secondary inter metal lie phases like Fe-ft Roth an 

extremely high nucleation rate and slow growth of the crystalline precipitates are needed 

in order to obtain a nanoscaled microstructure. Such crystallization characteristic seems 

to be rather an exception case than the conventional rule. Thus, crystallization of 

conventional metallic glasses optimized for soft magnetic applications usually yield a 

relatively coarse grained microstructure of several crystalline phases and 

correspondingly. deteriorates the soil niagnetie properties. 

It has been established that controlled crystallization of the amorphous alloys in 

the form of their ribbons prepared by rapid solidification technique using melt-spinning 

machine appeared to be the most suitable method available until now to synthesize 

nanocrystallitie alloys with attractive suit magnetic properties. The basic principle for the 

crystallization method from amorphous solids is to control the crystallization kinetics by 

optimizing the heat treatment conditions such as annealing temperature and time, heating 

rate. etc. The nanocrystalline state is achieved by annealing at temperatures typically 

between about 500°C and (00'('. hich leads to primary crystallization ol' bce Fe. 

3.1 summarizes the evolution ol the microstructure and the soft magnetic properties with 

the annealing temperature. The resufling microstructure is characterized by randomly 

oriented, ultra flue grain of bee Fe-Si. 20 at. 0/ ith typical grain size of' 10-15 urn 

embedded in a residual amorphous matrix hich occupies about 20-30 % of the volume 

and separates the crystal litcs at a distance of about 1-2 urn. l'hesc fiaiures are basis of the 

excellent soft magnetic properties indicated by the high values of the initial permeability 

of about I 0' and corresponding low coercivi tics of less than I A/in. I lie natiocrysial line 

microstructurc and the accompanying soft magnetic properties are rather insensitive to 

the precise annealing conditions within a wide range of annealing temperature (T1) = 

525°C 580°C which covers a temperature range M'a= 50°C - 100°C. This devclopes in 

a relatively short period of time (about 10-15 minutes) and do not improve much even 
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after prolonged heat treatment of several hours (2.21)  A typical heat treatment like I h at 

540°C in most cases yields a nanocrystallinc microstructure to the quasi-equilibrium state 

and characteristic for the individual alloy composition. 
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Fig. 3.1 Microstructurc and soft magnetic properties with the annealing temperature 
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Fig.3.2 Schematic illustration of the formation of the nanocrystalline structure in 

Fe-Cu-Nb-Si-B alloys 

Only annealing at more elevated temperature above about 600°C leads to the 

precipitation of small fractions of boride compounds like Fe2B or Fe3B with typical 

dimensions of 50 nm to 100 nm, while the ultra fine grain structure of bcc Fe-Si still 

persists. Further increase of the annealing temperature above about 700°C finally yields 

grain coarsening. Both the formation of Fe borides and grain coarsening deteriorates the 
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sofl magnetic properties sgni lcant lv. The evol til ion of' mierosirileture dun ng annealing 

is depicted seheiiiatieallv iii Jig. 3.2 and stiifli)iarlte&l as follows according to I bun ci at. 

32-3.3) 

At the initial stae of the anucaline, Cu rich clusters are brined by either a spinodal 

process or nucleation in the amorphous state. Each cluster formation causes a 

concentration fluctuation of Fe also, since Cu substitutes for Fe. Because of this 

concentration fluctuation, the density for the nuclei of the bee crystalline phase is 

increased siwii licantiv although the evidence of concentration fluctuation in the fully 

amorphous state has not been observed because the investigators 
(224) observed the Cu 

clusters and bee phase simultaneously at the early stage of the nanocrystallization. 

Annealing slightly at higher temperature at the initial stage of crystallization a - Fe(Si) 

phase forms. At this stage Nb and B are excluded from u-Fc(Si) and are enriched in the 

remaining amorphous phase, because the)' are insoluble in the u-Fc(Si) phase. This 

happens when the annealing treatment is carried out at around 550°C when Cu clusters 

are lormed with a lw nanometer diameters. 

Thus the regions in between the Cu rich clusters provide a significantly increased 

density of nucleation sites for the crystallization of bee Fe. The consequence is an 

extremely IThe nucleation of' bee Fe-Si ervstallites at a high rate, which subsequently 

grow in a diffusion-controlled process as the annealing proceeds furthers. As 

annealing goes on the grain size of the a-Fe (Si) increases. At the same time the Si 

content of this phase keeps increasing since Si tends to be partitioned to the bee u-Fe(Si) 

phase. Since the Nb and B enrichment in the amorphous phase stabilizes the remaining 

the amorphous phase, the grain gio\\ iii  of II be phase eventually slops. l'he presence of 

Nb at the same time inhibits the formation of Fe-B compounds. '['be Cu concentration of'  

the clusters also increases as the crystallization proceeds. 

Al the optimum stage. three distinct phases are present based on the chemical 

compositions. As the bee Fe-Si phase forms. Nb and B are excluded from the crystallitcs 

because of their low soluhilitv in bee Fe and are enriched in the residual amorphous 

matrix. At the same time elictivcly all Si tends to be partitioned into the bee Fe-Si phase 

2.2-2.26. The enrichment with 13 and in particular, with Nb increasingly stabilizes the 
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residual amorphous matrix and, thus, hinders eoamscmii ng of' the bce grains. The presence 

of Nb at the same 11mc inhibits the formation of,  he boride compoundS. The 

translormation finally ceases in a metastable two-phase microstructure of' bce !"e-Si 

embedded in an amorphous Fe-Nb-B matrix. The significance of the Cu addition 

becomes apparent from Fig. 3.1. 

3.3.2 Conditions for the formation of NanocrystaHine aHoys 

The essential conditions for preparing nanocrystallinc materials are: 

The magnetic properties are highly dependent on grain size; if the grain size is 

1arger, the magnetic anisot ropy would be very high, which in turn vi II have 

diverse effect on the soft magnetic properties specially the permeability. 

There should be nucleation centers initiated for the crystallization process to be 

distributed throughout the bulk of amorphous matrix. 

There must be a nucleation lbr stabilizing the crystal lites. 

Nanocrvstalline materials obtained from crystallization must be controlled SO 

that the crvstallites do not grow too big. The grain growth should be controlled 

so that the grain diameter is within 15-20 nm. 

The size C)! the grains can be limited to nanometer scale by doping group-Il 

nietals ai'c 

Cu (Au........ 

-. Nh.W, Mo, Cr. 'l'a etc. 

The stability must be lower and the crystallization must be higher. 

In addition to the understanding of-The- unusual properties poSSesSed by nunophase 

materials, there are three other associated areas, which imeed serious attention: 

identitication and development of' suitable preparation methods, especially 

those, which are capable of providing large industrial quantities of nanometer 

scale materials. 

Development of processing methods for manufacturing these materials into 

uselI.il size and shapes without losing their desirable nanometer size ftature and 
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. Identification of proper characterization methods, where the nanometer size 

range of these materials falls just below or at the resolution limit of the 

conventional tools. 

3.3.3 Grain Size and Coercive force of Nanocrystalline alloys 

In the conventional soft magnetic materials, "whose grain size is far larger than 

1 j.tm", it is well known that soft magnetic properties become worse and coercive force 

increases when crystal grain size becomes smaller. For example, coercive force is thought 

to be inversely proportional to Dg. Therefore, main efforts to improve the soft magnetic 

properties are directed to make the crystal grain size larger and / or to make the magnetic 

domain size smaller by annealing and working. 
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Fig. 3.4 Relation between grain diameter (Dr,) and coercive force (He) 
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However. INEMEF demonstrated a new phenomenon; reduction of grain size, 

"to a nano-rncter level", improves the soft magnetic properties signilcant1y. In this nano-

world, the coercive force is directly proportional to grain size, Dg on the order of Dg2 to 

3.4 Various Kin(Is of Energies in the I'orrnation of Magnetic 

Domains 

Domains are formed basically to reduce the magnetostatic energy 

which is the magnetic potential energy contained in the field lines 

connecting north and south poles outside of the material. When a large 

domain is split into ii domains, the energy of the new structure is about 

of the single domain structure. In a ferromagnetic domain, there is 

parallel alignment of the atomic moments. Each domain becomes a magnet 

composed of smaller magnets. Domains contain about 1012  to 1015  atoms and 

their dimensions are on the order of microns (10 cm). Their size and 

geometry are governed by certain considerations. 

The primary reason for the existence of domains within a crystal is that their formation 

reduces the magnetic Free energy. In the simplest case for such a crystal, the energy, E, is 

the sum of several free energy terms: 

E= Err +E!,+E+E!) +E11 , (3.1) 

where Eex is the exchange energy, /. is the magnctocrystalline anisotropy energy, E is 

the magoctOC last i c energy, F is the n agnet n-static energy, and l'i,  is the energy oF the 

domains in the presence of an applied field. There is also a wall energy /.. I lowevcr, 

since E comprises and Ek, it is not necessary to include E as a separate term in the 

cqu. [3.1]. 
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3.4.1 Magnetostatic Energy 

This is the energy contained in the magnetic field. It increases with the volume of the 

field. A piece of material consisting of a single domain would have a large magnetic field 

around it. The material could reduce its energy by splitting into domains oriented to allow 

the field lines to exist as loops inside the material, with little field outside. This is 

essentially the state of an unmagneizcd !irromagnetic material 

3.4.2 Magnetostrictive Energy 

This energy is due to the efli.ct of niagnetostriction, a slight change in the 

dimensions of the crystal when magnetized. This causes elastic strains in the lattice, and 

the direction of magnetization that minimizes these strain energies will be tivoured. 

3.4.3 Anisotropy in Ferromagnetic Materials 

If any property or behavior of a crystalline material changes with to the directions in 

crystal it is termed anisotropic .Contrarily it' the the property is unaffected by change in 

dirction then it is isotropic. Ferromagnetic materials show considerable anisotrpy in 

respect of magnetization .For example a crystal of iron which is b.c.e in nature will 

respond to a magnetic field differently when placed along < 111> , <110> or <100> 

dircctions.ln case of these materials the direction of easy magnetization is <100> i.e, 

when crystal is so placed that F1 is acting along<100> direction. The saturation will much 

earlier when it is placed with other two directions coinciding with the field. Thus 

directions <111> and <110> are hard magnetization directions in iron. 

3.4.4 Anisotropy energy 

The crystal lattice is 'easy' to magnetize in some directions and 'hard' to magnetize in 

othcrs. Magnetization in the easy directions lowers this energy. 

3.4.5 Zeeman Energy 

Energy resulting from an externally applied field. 



3.5 Magnetization and Magnetic Induction 

Magnetization, or more completely, the intensity of magnetization I, is 

the total magnetic moment of dipOleS PCI unit volume in units of A.m2  per 

m3  or A.m* Considering a bar magnet of' pole strength m, length / and cross-

sectional area A. the vector quantitY I has its direction pointing from the S 

pole to the N pole and its magnitude given by 

(3.2) 

So magnetization is also the pole strength per unit area in units of A.m, 

which is equivalent to 1 O gauss ((1) in the CUS system. 

Magnetic induction or magnetic flux density B is the flux per unit area 

and expressed in units of Wb.ni or tesla ('I'). By flux is meant the niinibcr 

of lines of,  induction crossing a given area at a right angle. The wcber is the 

magnetic flux that, linking a circuit of' one turn, produces in the circuit an 

electromotive force of one volt as the flux is i-educed to zero at a uniform 

rate in one second. In free space a magnetic field produces a magnetic 

induction given by B = 1.t 0H. lithe space filled with any magnetic substance 

in which the induced magnetization is L() I, the total induction now becomes 

B=1(H+I)  

Thus both the magnetizing field and the magnetization contribute to the 

induction. For ferromagnetic materials, however, the contribution of I 

usually dominates B. 

i n  the CGS system, since ,u I equ (3.3) becomes 

B=ll±4m1 (3.4) 

The factor 4t arises from the fact that a unit pole produces a unit field 

everywhere on the sphere of unit radius (1cm) enclosing the pole and the 
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surface area of this sphere is 471 cm 2.Thc unit of B in the CGS system is the 

popular gauss. One gauss is equal to one line of induction per cm 2. In the SI, 

as indicated by equ (3.3), II and I have the same unit in A.m* in the COS 

system, since B = H in free space, gauss frequently is used to H in place of 

oersted. For conversion it is well to remember that one tesla is equivalent to 

104G. 

3.6 Susceptibility and Permeability 

To compare the magnetic response of various materials, we define the 

volume susceptibility, or susceptibility, x and the absolute permeability, li by 

I 
z= 77  (3.5) 

3.7 Theory of Permeability 

Permeability is defined as the .proportionality constant between the 

magnetic field induction 13 and applied intensity JJ; 

B=t 11 (3.7) 

This (let in it ion needs mnodi heat iofl when magnetic material is 

subjected to an ac magnetic field given l,elov 

H =  F-I0e I () (3.8) 
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In such a field the magnetic flux density experiences a delay with respect to 

H. The delay is used due to the presence of various losses and thus expressed 

as, 

B : 130e' (1- (3.9) 

where / is the phase angle and marks the delay of B with respect to H. The 

permeability is given by 

B Bc''" 
L1 —= 

ITi iI 

0c
-  

— 13 

H 

— i3> 'II) 
= -COS) -I-------S1fl) 

/10 /10  

(3.10) 

where // 
B,

=_L 
-'COS() (.I1) 

110  

and. u= --Sifl( (3.12) 
/10  

The real part t' ol complex permeability, li as expressed in equ0  (3.10) 

represents the component of B, which is in phase with II corresponds to the 

normal permeability. If there are no losses we should have t = II'. The 

imaginary part p."corresponds to that part of B which is delayed by phase 

angle 90° from 11. The presence ol such a component requires a supply of 

energy to mi uta in the aliemima i ing ii magi met i/at ion. regardless of' the origi ii of 

delay. The ratio of ji" tort' gives 
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The tans is called the loss factor. The Q-factor or quality factor 

defined as the reciprocal of tli is factor, i.e. 

o= (3.14) 
tan O 

3.8 Coercivity 

In materials science, the coercivity, also called the coercive field, of a 

ferromagnetic material is the intensity of the applied magnetic field required to reduce the 

magnetization of'that material to zero alter the magnetization of the sample has been 

driven to saturation. Coercivity is usually measured in oersted or ampere/meter units and 

is denoted H. 

When the coercive field of a fcrromagnet is large, the material is said to he a hard 

or permanent magnet. Permanent magnets find application in electric motors, magnetic 

recording media (e.g. hard drives, floppy disks, or magnetic tape) and magnetic 

separation. A fcrromagnct with a low coercive field is said to be soft and may be used in 

microwave devices, magnetic shielding, transfbrmers or recording heads. 

3.9 Various Kinds of Magnetism 

We have stated at the outset that all substances display certain 

magnetic properties at all temperature, regardless of their composition and 

state. Now we shall review the various kinds of magnetism that have been 

observed in solids. Uroadlv speaking. there are live basic kinds of 

magnetism; namely, (i) diamagnetism, (ii) paramagnetism, (iii) 

ferromagnetism, (iv) fcrrimagnetism and (v) antiferromagnctism. In simple 

terms, a solid is said to he diamagnetism it'it is repelled by a permanent 

magnet and to be paramagnctic, ferromagnetic or fcrrimagnctic if it is 



attracted. A convenient vav to deline the first Four kinds of magnetism is to 

use the susceptibility or relative permeability as follows: 

Table:-3. 1 Susceptibility and relative permeability of four kinds of 

in agn et is in 

('riterion for classifica tion I)iaiiiagnetisni Pa rainagnetism Fei-ro- or 

lerri in agiie isni 

Stiscepti bilitY(X)  

Relative Permeability (ji) <1 l >> I 

T0000 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig.3 .5 Spin arrangement in a crystal or domain illustrating (a) 

Pararnagnctisni. (h) Ferromagnetism, (c) Anti ferromagnetism 

and (d) Ferrimagnetisni 

In the periodic table, varies groups of elements are shown to display 

certain kinds of magnet is!)]. Fur instance, inert gases and noble metals (Cu, 

Ag and Au) are diamagnetic, alkali metals (Li, Na, K and Rb) and all 

)- 
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transition metal except Fe, Co and Ni are paramagnctic, iron group transition 

metals and heavy lanthanidc metals arc ferromagnetic, etc. Fcrrimagnctisins 

exists only ifl compounds and alloys. 

The spin arrangement in a crystal or domain illustrating (a) 

Paramagnetism. (h) lerromagnetism. (c) antifcrromagnetisrn and (d) 

ferriinagnctisin arc sho n in ligure 3.5 

3.10 Origin of Magnetism (Quantum Mechanical View) 

It is now recognized the magnetic behavior of atoms, molecules and 

solids is related to the orbital and spin motion of the negatively charged electrons . In the 

simplest case, (i.e. for hydrogen atom ) the motion of the electron is governed by three 

quantum numbers (i ) principal quantum number ,n, where ii = 1,2,3 ....... (n- I) ; (ii) 

angular momentum (or orbital momentum ) quantum number / ,whcrc I = 0, I .2............. 

(n-I); and (iii) magnetic quantum number in, where, in, = 0, ± 1, ±2.........± / . While 

n determines the energy of the electron , / denotes the magnitude of the angular 

momentum vector L ; the magnitude and orientation in space of the vector L are 

determined by / and in,. In other words, for a fixed value of n , diffirent values of / and 

m, describe the same energy state . lhc magnitude of the orbital angular momentum ( L  ) 

of the electron is quantized in terms of Ii. i.e. 

L=\/kTl) Ii (3.15) 

For, / = 0,1,2. .... etc, the electrons are designated s,p,d,f etc. In the presence of a 

magnetic field , the z- component of L is quantized such that, 

= ni,li (3.16) 

If 0 is the angle between L and the magnetic held direction , which may be conveniently 

taken as the z- axis, then 



cosO=—- = - (.. 7) 
L ..Jl(I±l)tl ..,J1(I+1) 

Equ(3. 16) and lqu'(3. 1 7) indicate that I. can have 21 + I orientations in space, 

corresponding to the number of permissible values of m1 . 

In addition to the orbital motion , an electron possesses spin angular 

momentum also , represented by the vector S. whose magnitude is quantized in terms of 

h such that, 

S=..js(s+l)/)  

where s = is the spin quantum number . In the presence of an external field, the z- 

component of S is also quantized such that 

= ins /i (3.19) 

where in, = ± is the spin magnetic quantum number .The orientations in space of 5, 

i d id e elation with respect yo z- axis ( magnetic field d  nyh  

S iii h in. 
c05q5=—=— ' 

'-. (3.20) 
S Js(s+1)/z j+l) 

Since. in,  = ± --. there are only two permissible values o10. 

If J is the total angular momentum vector, then 

(3.21) 

and J = Jiu + 1)h, (3.22) 

where, j is the total angular momentum quantum number. The z- component of I is also 

quantized such that 
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= ,n,h (3.23) 

I fl Ii 
and cosr = -- :- ----- - - -- - ----- (.24) 

.1 VAJ + I )Iz /(/ ±1) 

Here m is the total magnetic quantum number and a is the angle between .1 and the 

magnetic field direction. Further, if fi is the angle between ZandS and the vectors 

couple to give .1, then 

cosfl 
j(/+I)—I(i+l)—s(s+l) 

= 
2j1(l +l)j+l) 

3.11 Magnetism of the Electron 

The magnetic dipole moment (M, ) associated with a circulating electron is given 

by, 

= permeability of free space x current x area of the circulating orbit 

= /I0 xIx7rr 2 , (3.26) 

where r is the radius of the orbit and I = -
ev 
---. 1-lere e and v are respectively the 

2,Tr 

electronic charge and (linear) velocity. 

Therefore, M1 = x 
ev 

x 7r11 = (3.27) 

Since L = m,vr , where is the electronic mass , we can show that 

Ic;.!  
2,ii 
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+i) (3.28) 
4- 2/lie  

The negative sign in 1q (1.5.2(a) ) indicates that M, and Lare in opposite 

directions A fixed quantity consisting of universal constants occurs on the right 
2,;z 

hand side ol eq (1.5.2(h)) is called the Bohr magneton (i ) and is taken as a unit for 

magnetic moment. Its value is 1.165 x  I weher-metrc. Thus 

= (3.30) 

or (3.31) 
LI h 

The left hand side of eq (1 .5.3) represent the ratio of the magnetic moment vector 

in terms of Bohr magnetons to the orbital angular momentum vector in terms of' Ii . l'his 

ratio is called the gyromagnctic ratio (is represented by g,). 'l'hen, 

Lu1 
(3.31) 

where , g, is also called the Lande g factor. It has a value of-I for orbital motion. 

One can obtain similar expressions for magnetic moments associated with spin 
)- - 

and total angular momenta of a valence electron in an atom; 

= gj1 +1) (3.32) 

M, \hI( ./ +l) . ().33) 

where is given g by, 

+l)+s(s+1)—I(I+I) 
(3.34) 

2/(/+1) 
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Further 
, g j' j = 2 fur the electronic spin niut on. 

We know that, when a coil of conductor carrying a current is placed in a uniform 

magnetic field, it is subjected to a torque given by it1 x JI .So the change in energy SE, 

(due to the interaction with the field ) is equal to - M,.H = —M1 1-I cos O ; where 0 is 

the angle between M, and II .The interaction leads to precession of M, around II such 

that 0 and SE do not change The precession obviously occurs only at discrete values 

of 0 and is called the Larnwr precession the unifonii angular frequency of precession 

is known as the Larmorfrequency(w,). Thus, 

cli e  it)  Ji 
g, ( ) (..35) 

2,n, 2 1fl (  

similarly. 1' 1  = . (3.36) 
4,r,n, 

where the linear frequency i', is given by m, = 2n',. 

3.12 Orbital Angular Momentum and Magnetic Moment 

The electronic spin angular momentum is unaffected by its environment and it can 

be qucnchcd' only when a chemical bond i formed, in keeping with the Pauli exclusion 

principle. 

The orbital angular momentum arises from rotational motion of the electron about 

the nucleus in the simple Bohr model. From the wave mechanical point of view , the 

orbital momentum is associated \vith the interchange (or transformation) of one orbital 

with another by rotation about an approximate ax is. This is possible if (a) orbital are 

degenerate. (h) orbital are in the same shape ,(c) both orbital do not contain electrons of 

the same spin. 

.4- 
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The above condition can be best understood by considering the free 3d ion 

case. It is observed that: 

The dy,. d, orbital can translrin into one another by rotations of 900  about 

the approximate axes. 

A 450 rotation of the d \ y orbital about the z-  axis can transform it into the d 2  

orbital. Similar with the case with d, and d, orbital. 

(iii)For the high- Spin d configuration, the orbital angular momentum will be 

'quenched since all the orbital will contain electrons of the same spin. 

When a 3d metal ion is placed in a crystal field , say , octahedral field , then the 

degeneracy of the orbitals is lifted and splitting shown in fig below is observed. 

j• 2 d,2(d v or 

_ 

- t 
__________ - - -•---- - 

OD(I 

_.M) 1  

FI(IiE IN PRESINCi ( )F 

ION (iCi,\I IEDRAL FIELD 

Fig.-3.6 Splitting olcnergy levels old orbital in an octahedral crystal field 

Now the interchange between the d 2 
 - 

and d 2  orbitals is not permitted, since 

2 2 
their shapes are different ( see fig 1 .6). Similarly d and dy orbitals are no longer 

degenerate and their orbital contribution will be qucnehed'. However orbitals 

are still equivaleni in energy hut, for an ion with d configuration , no vacant equivalent 

degenerate orbital of the same shape will be availahle.For d' and d2  configurations, 

however a finite , orbital angular inoinentuni will exist 

For configurations d6- d9, the relative strength of crystal field (A) and the 

exchange (or pairing) energy (A,,) as also the type of the crystal field, will play a role in 

determining the magnitude of the orbital angular momentum We know that the exchange 
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energy is the energy required to force two ckctroris to pair in the same orbital. When 

A > A, the configurations are referred to as high Spin' or spin free' and when A 

< A, these are referred to as Iow spin' (or spin - paired'). 

7 

d 2  

Fig .-3.7 The shape of the d 22  and d 2  orbital 



CHAPTER -4 
PREPARATION OF NANOCRYSTALLINE ALLOY 



4.0 Preparation of Nanocrystalline AHoy 

4.1 Methods used for Preparation of Nanocrystalline AHoy 

There are various techniques in use to produce a metallic alloy in an amorphous 

state whose the atomic arraneent hve no ong-range periodicity. The methods are  

generally classi lied into two groups 

The atomic deposition methods 

The fast cooling of the melt. 

As we know, controlled crystallization from the amorphous state is the only method 

presently available to synthesize nanocrystalline alloys with superior soft magnetic 

properties. In this thesis work amorphous ribbons have been prepared by fast cooling of 

the mcli. 

4.1.1 The Fast Cooling of the Melt 

The molten alloy must be cooled through the temperature range from the melting 

temperature (T 1 ) to the glass transition temperature (T) very fast allowing no time for 

crystallization. The factors controlling T and crystallization are both structural and 

kinetic. Atomic arrangement, bonding and atomic size effect are related in the structural 

factors. The structural factors as discussed by Turnhull 
(41) are the nucleation, crystal 

growth rate and diffusion rate compared to the cooling rate. The methods using the 

principle of fast cooling of melt techniques are: 

i) The gun techniques 

(ii) Single roller rapid quenching techniques 

Double roller rapid quenching techniques 

Centrifuge and rotary splat quenching techniques 

1'orsion catapult techniques 

Plasma-jet spray techniqucs 

Filamentary casting techniques 
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Melt extraction techniques 

Free-jet spinning techniques 

The melt spinning techniques 

Among the techniques, the single roller rapid quenching technique is widely used 

to prepare amorphous ribbons. 

4.2 Sample Preparation 

4.2.1 Master alloy Preparation 

Amorphous ribbons with the nominal composition Nd3Tb1 Fe76Cu05Nb1 B18•5  was 

prepared in an arc furnace on a water-cooled copper hearth under an atmosphere of pure 
Ea 

Ar. Their purity and origin of the constituent elements were Nd (99.9%), Tb (99.9), Fe 

(99.9 %), Nb (99.9 %), Cu (99.9 %) and B (99.9 %) as obtained from Johnson Mathey 

(Alfa Aesar Inc.). The required amounts of constituent elements were taken from pure 

metal bars or flakes, weighed carefully with a sensitive electronic balance and placed on 

the copper hearth inside the arc furnace. Before melting the furnace chamber was 

evacuated (10 torr), and flashed with Ar gas. The process was repeated several times to 

get rid of residual air and finally the furnace chamber were kept in an Ar atmosphere. 

1IL6$ 

- J 

Fig. 4.1 Vacuum arc Melting Machine / . 

/c7 

(-.i 'uc1 \ 
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A substantial amount of pure Titanium getter, placed inside of the chamber on the 

side of the copper hearth was melted first in order to absorb any oxygen present in the 

furnace chamber. The constituent elements were then melted in the shape of buttons. The 

arc melting facilities used to prepare the samples are installed at the Centre for Materials 

Science, National University of Hanoi, Vietnam. The arc furnace used in the preparation 

of master alloy is shown in Fig. 4.1. 

4.2.2 Preparation of ribbon by Melt Spinning Technique 

Melt-Spinning is a widely used production method for rapidly solidifying 

materials as well as preparing amorphous metallic ribbon (4243)•  In order to prepare 

amorphous of Nd3Tb1 Fe76Cu05Nb1 B185  alloy, a melt spinning facilities was used at the 

Centre for Materials Science, National University of Hanoi, Vietnam. The arc melted 

master alloy was crashed into small pieces and put inside the quartz tube crucible for re-

melting by induction furnace using a medium frequency generator with a maximum 

power of 25 kW at a nominal frequency of 10 kHz. 

/ 
, 

Fig. 4.2 Melt-Spinning Machine 
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Fig. 4.2 shows the pictorial view of' the melt-spinning machine. The quartz 

crucible has in its houoni part a rectangular nozzle tip of 8 mm length and 0.7 mm width. 

The position of- the nozzle tip can be adjusted with respect to the copper wheel surface, so 

that the molten alloy was perpendicularly ejected onto the wheel surface from a distance 

of about 0.3 mm. The small pieces of the master alloy samples were inductively remelted 

inside the quartz tube crucible followed by ejecting the molten metal with an over 

pressure of 250 mbar of 99.9 % pure Ar supplied from an external reservoir through a 

nozzle onto a rotatine. copper wheel v illi surface velocity of 30 rn/sec. The temperature 

was monitored by an external pyrometer from the upper surface of the molten alloy 

through a quartz window. The metal alloys were ejected at a temperature of about 150-

250 K above the melting point of the alloy. The resulting ribbon samples had thickness of 

about 20-25 p.m and width of 6 mm. Processing parameters such as the thermal 

conductivity of the rotating quench wheel, wheel speed, ejection pressure, thermal history 

of the melt before ejection, distance between nozzle of quartz tube and rotating wheel, as 

well as processing at mosphere have in Ii iicn cc on the m i crost ructure and properti Cs 01.  

melt-spun ribbons. 

The lower pressure of 250 mbar as mentioned above stabilizes the turbulence 

between melt pull and rotating copper wheel enhancing the heat transfer resulting in a 

more uniform quenching. As a result, a more uniform ribbon microstructure can be 

obtained at relatively low wheel speed. \Vii.h increasing wheel speeds for a given ejection 

rate, the increasing extraction rate results in thinner ribbons. 

4.3 Important Factors to Control the Thickness of Ribbons 

Rotating speed: 

• Angular velocity w = 2000 rev/mm 

• Surlhce velocity V 20 rn/s to 30 m/s 

Gap between nozzle and rotating copper drum h = 200 to 30 p.m 

Oscillations of rotating copper drum both static and dynamic have 

maximum displacement 1 .5 to 5 p.m. 

Pressure = 0.2 to 0.3 bar argon atmosphere. 
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(sr) Temperature of molten metals i'm I 500°C oilier wise quartz tube would 

be melted. 

(vi) A steady 110w of' the mu! ten metal on the surfoce of the rotating drum needs 

to be ensured. 

4.4 Confirmation of Amorphousity of Ribbons 

The amorphousity olthe ribbons has been checked by X-ray diffraction using Cu-

K radiation using Philips (PW 3040) X Pcrt PRo XRD System located at Materials 

Science l)ivision, Atomic Luergy Centre. l)haka (AICl)). From the XRD pattern of the 

ribbon sample is no peaks arc observed within the scanning range. Although there is a 

small hump is shown in diffraction pattern around 20 = 45°, but it cannot be regarded due 

to the crystalline efficts. So from the over all pattern of the X-ray diffraction it is 

confirmed that both the samples are in amorphous state. 

4.5 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

The German Physicist Wilhelm Roentgen discovered X-rays in 1895. X-rays are 

electromagnetic waves of short wavelengths in the range of 102  to  102  A. Unlike ordinary 

light, these rays are invisible, but they travel in straight lines and affect photographic film 

in the same way as light. On the other hand, they were much more penetrating than light 

and could easily pass through the human body, wood, quite thick pieces of metal and 

other "opaque" objects. 

ftc XRD provides substantial of information on the crystal structure. XRD is one 

of the oldest and effective tools for the determination of the atomic arrangement in a 

crystal. The wavelength (I A) of an X-ray is the same order of magnitude as the lattice 

constant of crystals and it is this which makes X-rays so useful in structural analysis of 

crystal. When ever X-rays are incident on a crystal surface, the),  are reflected from it. The 

reflection abides h\' the Bragg's Law as given below 
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4. 

2ds1n0=n2, (4.1) 

where d is the distance between crystal plane, 0 is the incident angle, 2 is the wavelength 

of the X-ray and n is a positive integer. Bragg's Law also suggested that the diffraction is 

only possible when k < 2d. 

X-ra I 

X-ray 2 

: ii
O' 

II Ii 111111 
Fig.4.3: Bragg's diffraction pattern. 

X-ray diffractograms of all the samples were recorded using monochromatic Cu-

K radiation (?. = 1.54053 A) to ensure the formation of single-phase nature of the 

sintered product. XRD patterns information are: scanning speed 2°, chart speed 20 mm, 

starting from 25° and ending at 95°. Peak intensities are recorded corresponding to their 

20 values. The inter planner distance d was calculated from these 20 values of the 

diffraction peaks using the Bragg's Law (In Fig. 4.3). 

4.5.1 X-ray Powder Method 

Powder method is perhaps the most widely used X-ray diffraction technique for 

characterizing materials. The term 'powder' really means that the crystalline domains are 

randomly oriented in the sample. Therefore, when the 2-D diffraction pattern is recorded, 
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it shows concentric rings of scattering peaks corresponding to the various d spacing in the 

crystal lattice. The positions and the intensities of the peaks are used for identifying the 

underlying structure (or phase) of the material. Powder diffraction data can be collected 

using either transmission or reflection geometry, as shown in Fig. 4.4 below. 

'CI'Ij 
~ 0"r~ 0 , 

Sarq; e 

Reflection 

Transmissioi 

Fig.4.4 Reflection and Transmission geometry of powder diffraction 

Because the particles in the powder sample are randomly oriented, these two 

methods will yield the same data. Powder diffraction data are measured using the Philips 

X'PERT MPD diffractometer, which measures data in reflection mode and is used mostly 

with solid samples, or the custom built 4-circle diffiactometer, which operates in 

transmission mode and is more suitable for liquid phase samples. 

4.5.2 Experimental Technique for X-ray Diffractometer 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a versatile non-destructive analytical technique for 

identification and quantitative determination of various crystalline phases of powdered or 

solid samples of any compounded. For each set of composition, ribbons are cut into 

several pieces; each of length 20 mm. Heat treatment was performed on the amorphous 

ribbons using a naber muffle furnace, where each piece of ribbon was wrapped by 

A. 
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aluminum foil separately. After heat treatment, samples were removed from the 

aluminum foil carefully and kept separately for XRD experiment. For XRD experiment 

each sample was set on a glass slids and fixed the sample by putting adhesive tape at the 

two ends of the sample. 

After the pattern is obtained the value of 20 is calculated for each diffraction line; 

set of 2 0 values is the raw data for the determination of the lattice parameters of the unit 

cell. Fig. 4.5: Shows the block diagram of Phillips PW 3040 X'Pert PRO X-ray 

diffractometer. 

X41ube 

N i1ter 

l Ilp - - 
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Slit 

Oeteaor 

Fig. 4.5 Block diagram of the PHILIPS PW 3040 X'Pert PRO XRD system 

A PHILIPS PW 3040 X'Pert PRO X-ray diffractometer was used for the lattice 

parameter determination in the Materials Science Division, Atomic Energy Centre, 

Dhaka. Fig.4.6 shows the inside view of the X'Pert PRO XRD system. The X'Pert Pro 
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• Optics: Focussing and parallel PreFix optics, programmable slits, tunable 

diffracted beam monochrornator. 

• Detectors: Xe proportional counter and solid state X'cellerator 

• Sample stages: Single sample holder. I 5-sample changer, sample spinning 

capability 

• Variable temperature capability: Anion-Puar 77 to 725 K and 300 to 1475 K 

cameras 

• Software and databases: JCDD PDF-2 database (2002). 1-li-Score search-match 

software. X' Pert Plus crystallographic analysis software with Rictvcld capability. 

ProFit line profile analysis software. 

• Instrument statistics: The system uses Cu-Ku  radiation that has a wavelength of 

I .54A. Analysis arc coiiinionly run using a 40 kV 451ni\ X-ray lube voltage, a 

0.04° solar slits. 1° divergence and antiscaUcr slits, and '/2°  (for powder) or '/4°  

(for clays) receiving slit. 

4.5.3 Analysis of XRD Data 

The XRD data consisting of' OI)k,  and  d},ki  values corresponding to the different 

planes from which the following structural information of the nanocrystallinc ribbon 

sample was evaluated. 

Identification of phases 

Latthe parameter determination 

Average grain size determination 

Si- content determination in nanograins 

(1) Identification of Phases 

X-ray difTractometer has become a very popular and usel'ul instrument for routine 

X-ray analysis of ribbon samples. In fact the diffractometer technique is often preferred 

to Debye-Scherrer technique owing to its several inherent merits. The most striking 

difference between the two methods is in the use of different intensity detection and 

measuring devices. XRD pattern of as-cast indicates just amorphous pattern of said 
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composition. The XRI) patterns are identified as bee a-Fc(Si) solid solution, which are 

developed on the amorphous ribbon after heat treatment. The peak pattern is observed for 

all the samples at diffl.rent heat treatment temperatures indicating the bce u-Fe(Si) phase, 

which is developed on amorphous ribbons after heat treatment. Present experiment revels 

that 450°C is not sufuicicnt temperature to start forming of crystalline nanograins of bcc 

Fc(Si) on the amorphous ribbon of the studied alloy composition. 

Lattice Parameter Determination 

Lattice parameter of crystalline bee Fe-Si nanograins has been determined for all 

the two different amorphous compositions at different heat treatment temperatures. 

Normally, lattice parameter of an alloy composition is determined by the Dchye-Scherrer 

method after extrapolation of the curve. In this method, at least five fundamental 

reflections are required to determine lattice parameter. in the present case, only one 

reflection (i 10) is prominent in all XRI) patterns and we would like to understand how 

the value of lattice parameter changes with annealing temperature. We have, therefore, 

determined the lattice parameter using only that particular reflection using equation 

21 sin 0 = , and a(  = d, where , = 1.54178  A for Cu - Ka  radiation and a0  is the 

determined lattice parameter within all error estimated to be ± 0.0001 A. 

Grain Size Determination 

The main aim (vital point) of the present study is to determine the nanocrystalline 

grain size for all the heat treated samples of the alloy composition by using Scherrer 

method. The XRD pattern of (i 1 o) reflection for different steps of heat treatment 

temperature of the alloy composition is used to calculate grain size. Grain size is 

determined using the following formula, 

= 
0.92 

(4.2) 
' /JLOSO 
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where 2 = 1 .54178 A for Cu - K EX  radiation and P = FWIIM (full width at half maximum) 

of the peak in radian. Considering ( in degree we get the following relation 

I). (4.3) 
/ieos() 

All the values of grain size for every steps of heat treatment temperature of the 

alloy composition were determined. The FWI-IM of the peak is large at the early heat 

treatment temperature and with the increase of heat treatment temperature the value of 

FWI-IM becomes smaller which means that the grain size is increasing gradually. 

(iv) Si-content in Nanograins 

Crystalline nanograins were 1irmed on the amorphous matrix of the ribbon in the 

process of heat treatment having the composition of Fe-Si. It is, therefore important to 

determine the concentration of 1e and Si in the nanogram. As because the alloy consists 

of Fe and Si and we have experimentally determined the lattice parameter of the alloy 

nanograin for the two compositions at different temperatures. It is easy to calculate the Si 

content in the nanograins from the data of Pcarsons who was established the relationship 

between the lattice parameter as dependent on Si content in Fe-Si alloys covering a wide 

range of composition [5.2. From the relationship, we have constructed a simple c!ua1ion 

to calculate Si content from lattice parameter. The equation is 

-, 
- 

(a 0  —2.8812) 
(4.4) 

- 0.0022 

where X is at.% Si in the nanograins, a0 is the determined lattice parameter of nanograins. 

Si-contents br the nanograins develop (luring the isothermal annealing at Various 

temperatures have been calculated. 
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4.6 Thermal Treatment of the Amorphous Ribbon 

In order to study nanocrysiallization behavior by XRI) and magnetic properties 

upon evaluation of nanocrystalline phase on amorphous matrix thermal treatment i.e. 

annealing is required to perform. For XRD, as prepared amorphous ribbon were cut into 

small pieces of about 2 cm lengths and br magnetic measurement such as permeability 

toroidal core were wound for annealing treatment. A laboratory built vacuum system 

made by quartz tube capable of evaluating up to torr was used for their purpose. The 

samples were put into the quartz tube and evaluated (lO' torr) before it had been put 

inside the tabular furnace heated to a present temperature and kept for the time required 

to complete the annealing. In this way all the isothermal annealing as a function of time 

were performed. 

4.7 SQUID Magnetometers 

A SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) is the most sensitive 

available device for measuring magnetization. Based on this sensitive device the so-

called 'SQUID magnetometers' have been developed. SQUID magnetometers are used to 

characterize materials when the highest detection sensitivity over a broad temperature 

range and using applied magnetic fields up to several Tesla is needed. Nowadays, this 

instrument is widely used vorldvide in research laboratories. The system is designed to 

measure the magnetic moment of a sample, from which the magnetization and magnetic 

susceptibility can be obtained. Therefore, SQUID magnetometers arc vcrsatilc 

instruments that perform both. DC and AC magnetic moment measurement. 

SQUID magnetometers are classified within t he flux methods of measuring 

magnetization of a sample. Fig.3.6 illustrates schematically its principle: the 

measurement of the flux change through a picL-up coil system with a SQUID. This signal 

is proportional to the magnetic moment of a sample, which is magnetized by the 

magnetic field produced h a superconducting magnet. 
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A 
4.7.1 Basic Components 

fl-ic main coin ponents of a SQUID magnetometer are: (a) 

superconducting magnet (that must he acquired together its programmable bipolar power 

supply): (h) superconducting detection coil which is coupled inductively to the sample; 

(c) a SQUID connected to the detection coil; (d) superconducting magnetic shield. In the 

following a description of each one is given: 

SQUU) 

Il / 
\' I I IEJ i\i 

0 
Li 

Fig 4.7 SQUID magnetometer principle. 

4.7.1.1 Superconducting Magnet 

A superconducting magnet is a solenoid made of superconducting wire. Fig.(4.7) 

shows a cut awa) view of a typical superconducting magnet used in a SQUID 

magnetometer. This solenoid must he Lept at liquid helium temperature in a liquid-

helium Dewar. The uniform magnetic ield is produced along the axial cylindrical bore of 

the coil. Currently, superconducting solenoids that produce magnetic fields in the range 

5-18 Tesla are commercially available. To operate a superconducting magnet requires an 

appropriate programmable bipolar power supply. 
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4.7.1.2 Superconducting )c1ection Coil 

This is a single piece of superconducting wire conligured as a second-order 

gradiometer (Fig. 3.8). This pick-up coil system is placed in the uniform magnetic field 

region of the solenoidal superconducting magnet. 

4.7.1.3 SQUID 

Iligh sensitivity is possible because this device responds to a fraction of' the flux 

quantum. The SQUID device is usually a thin film that functions as a extremely sensitive 

current-to-voltage-converter. A measurement is done in this equipment by moving the 

sample through the second-order gradiometer. Hence, the magnetic moment of the 

sample induces an electric current in the pick-up coil system. A change in the magnetic 

flux in these coils changes the persistent current in the detection circuit. So, the change in 

the current in the detection coils produce variation in the SQUID output voltage 

proportional to the magnetic moment olsample. 

4.7.1.4 Sn percond ucting Magnetic Shield 

Superconducting magnetic shield is used to shield the SQUID sensor from the 

fluctuations of the ambient magnetic field of' the place where the ma gn etometer is located 

and from the large magnetic field produced by the superconducting magnet. 

4.7.2 Applications 

Using this kind of equipment one can measure: (a) The real and imaginary 

components of' the AC magnetic susceptibility as a function of frequency, temperature, 

AC magnetic field amplitude and DC magnetic field val tie. (h) 'l'hc DC magnetic moment 

'4 
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as a function of temperature, DC magnet: and time. Using a specially designed sample 

holder the magnetic moment as a function of angle can he measured. 

1-ugh sensitivity is needed when samples with low intrinsic magnetic moment or 

low mass are measured. In thin fllms, br instance, the niass may be smaller than 1 

microgram. i'hese materials are thcrebre difficult to characterize using a extraction or 

vibrating sample magnetometer but not with a SQUII).  
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4.7.3 Improved Sensitivity 

The MPMS XL features the new reciprocating sample measurement system. 

Unlike DC measurements where the sample is moved through the coils in discrete steps 

the RSO measurements are perlorrncd Using a SCVO motor which rapidly oscillates the 

sample, as sho n in Fig. (above). These incasurcincilts have a sensitivity of' 5 x 10-9 

EMU magnetometer. Also for measurements of magnetic viscosity in permanent 

magnets, where small changes of' magnetization as a function of time must be recorded, 

SQUID magnetometer is the best choice. 

A shaft encoder on the servo motor records the position of the sample 

synchronous with the SQUID signal. The data received is fitted to an ideal dipole 

moment response. To ensure this assumption is applicable, samples need to be small: the 

calibration sample is a cylinder of 3 mm diameter and 3 mm height. Samples are of this 

size or smaller match an ideal point dipole to an accuracy of approximately 0.1%. 

RSO measurements can be made in one of two configurations: Center or 

Maximum slope. Center scans use large oscillations (2 to 3 cm) around the center point of 

the pickup coils. Ihese scans take a long time but the sample always remains properly 

located and a large number of,  measurements are recorded. l'hesc give the most accurate 

readings. 

The Maximuni Slope method oscillates the sample over a small region (2 mm) at 

the most linear part of' the SQUID response (as shown in the Fig.-4.IO). The magnetic 

field variation, however it also make these prevents the sample being subjected to 

significant measurement less accurate and susceptible to driFt in the sample position. 

4.7.4 Extended Temperature Capability 

The MPMS XL Jatures significant improvements in the temperature control 

system. Utilizing a new design for the helium flow impedance, the NIPMS XL has the 
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capability to O1)cfate contjiluouslv at temperatures below 4.2K. lbr indefinite l)Criod  of 

time - completely removing time limitations for making measurement in this temperature 

regime. 
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The new MPMS XL eliminates the operations associated with filling and 

recycling the lie reservoir. •Ihus, the system solves the traditional problems of 

temperature instability and hysteresis associated with rapid boil off of' liquid helium when 

warming through 4.2 K. The results are smooth monotonic transitions across 4.2 K during 

both warming and cooling temperature s\\ccps. All  these capabilities are fully automated 

for precise systems control and user-friendly operation. 
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4.7.5 Enhanced Tlieruiometry a fl(I 'tern peratu re Sweep Operation 

In addition to a redesigned impedance system. the MPMS XL uses a new thermometer 

design for improved temperature accuracy and precise thermal control. The new 

thermometry, designed and developed at Quantum 1)csign. is installed in close proximity 

to the sample within the sensitive coil detection region. This iiripiovcd design is 

combined with new temperature control capabilities to provide more accurate 

measurements of the sam pie charn her, even tinder extreme temperature changes. 

The new Temperature Sweep mode of operation provides MPMS XL users with 

the ability to take magnetic measurements while sweeping the system temperature at a 

controlled rate - automatically - with no manual intervention. This mode provides a 

controlled, monotonic change in temperature during a measurement sequence at rates Up 

to 10 K mm. Measurements of temperature dependence over large temperature ranges, 

which previously required time consuming temperature stabilization, can now be made 

quickly and precisely using Temperature Sweep Mode. 

4.7.6 Software Control / Automation 

A new soflware interface completes the flexibility and usability of the MPMS X 

L. Running u rider Microsoft Windows the staic-of-the-art MPMS MultiVU software 

intcrthce provides a level of control lbr system operation, graphics and data analysis 

previously unavailable. With MultiVu. simultaneously viewing data files in multiple 

formats is easily accomplished. Similarly, display of multiple graphs allows for easy 

comparison of results from diffrent experiments. Operationally, Multi Vu is a valuable 

tool in setting up and editing several measurement protocol files simultaneously. 



4.8 Magnetization Measurement 

Magnetization is defined as the magnetic moment per unit volume or mass of the 

substance. There are various ways of measuring magnetization of a substance. In the 

present thesis magnetization has been measured by using a Vibrating Sample 

Magnetometer (VSM) at room temperature. applying a wide range of magnetic field from 

—800,000 Am' to + 800.000 Am* 

These measurements were carried out at Atomic I nery Research Inst it ute. Savar. 

We use I lirsi. VSM 02 which is an automatic Vibrating Sample Magnetometer for 

characterization of Soil and hard magnetic materials manu!hctured by l-IIRST Magnetic 

Instruments Ltd. A block Lliagranl of a typical VSM system is shown in Fig. 4.11 The 

I-Iirst VSM system arrangement is shown in the Fig 4.12. The vibration and measuring 

unit of Hirst VSM is shown in Fig. 4.13 

4.8.1 Principle of Vibrating Sample Magnetometer 

Vibrating Sample Magnetometer developed by S. Foner 4-4.5)  is a versatile and 

sensitive method of measuring magnetic properties and is based on the flux change in a 

coil when the sample is vibrated near it. The VSM is an instrument designed to 

continuously measure the magnetic properties of materials as a function of temperature 

and field. In this type of magetoeter, the- is ibrated p and don in a region    

surrounded by several pickup coils. The magnetic sample is thus acting as a time-

changing magnetic flux, varying inside a particular region of fixed area. From Maxwell's 

Law it is known that a time varying magnetic flux is accompanied by an electric field and 

the field induces a voltage in pickup coils. This alternating voltage signal is processed by 

a control unit system, in order to increase the signal to noise ratio. The result is a measure 

of the magnetization of the sample. 

72 
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4.8.2 Description and brief Working Principle of Hirst VSM02 

Vibrating Sample Magnetometers, as the name implies, Vibrate the sample as part 

of the measurement process. This provides the Flux meter element of the system with the 

dynamic component which it requires to make the measurement. The applied field is 

changed so, at each measurement point the field is static and hence no eddy currents to 

cause problems. 

The object is using a VSM or any other type of magnetic characterization of 

magnetization (J) on the applied field H > J (H). Once this is obtained, many useful 

parameters can be extracted from the data. VSM typically generate the applied field (H) 

using an electromagnet or a super conducting solenoid for fields greater than 2.5-3 Tesla. 

The magnetic driven around its hysteresis curve by changing the applied field (H) and the 

J signal is determined. 
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Fig. 4.11 Block diagram of a VSM system 



In the VSM02 a conventional electromagnet is implemented with two 

> independent coils driven by independent 1000W ampliliers. The current control on the 

coils utilizes Trans cnnductance to ensure that constant current is supplied for a 

particular dema; and to ensure that resistive changes due to heading do not cause the 

measurement to drift. The applied field (1-I) is measured using a hall element connected to 

a Guan meter (BGMOI). 

The magnetization field (J) is determined by utilizing pick up coils. As with large 

iron poles and light inductances d is impossible to change the field quickly without 

causing unwanted cilicts. VSM measurements are a quasi-static process where the 

samples J field is deteiinined when the applied field is static. As the applied is static 

when J is determined, the J magnetization field is also static. Pick up coil work by 

Faradays Law of induction. Where e is the voltage induced, d theta is the change in 

magnetic flux in time t. As the .1 field is static there is no d-thcta so a pick up coil cannot 

work. To overcome this problem the sample is vibrated using a sinusoidal oscillation. 

This vibration generates the required change in flux with respect to final and produces a 

signal from the pickup coils. 

As the sample is vibrating at a known Irequency with known phase it is possible 

to use a lock in amplifier to extract the i value from the pick up coils output. This is also 

has huge advantages as lock-in amplifiers can discriminate against noise and pick out a 

fin)' signal buried in noise. This gives VSM's the potential to have huge C. on the J 

measurement channel. In the VSM 02 the maximum J gain is approximately X 1,300,000. 

This allows very small samples, or samples with a small magnetic moment to be 

measured such as thin-films po\vdcrs and inks. 

4.8.3 Working Principle of Vibrating Sample Magnetometer 

If a sample of any material is placed in a uniform magnetic field, 

created between the poles of an electromagnet, a dipole moment will be 

induced. If the sample vibrates with sinusoidal motion a sinusoidal electrical 

signal can be induced in suitable placed pick-up coils. The signal has the 
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same frequency of vibration and its amplitude will be proportional to the 

magnetic moment, amplitude, and relative position with respect to the pick-

up coils system. Figure 3.10 shows the block diagram of vibrating sample 

magnetometer. 

Powi r Driving Coil 
Oscillator Am ph 11cr 

Oscihlatin
. .7  
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I !)iffercntial Tuned Digital 

Holder I mp Amplifier Readou( 

Pole Piece 

Lock-in 
LIC Integrated 

Preamphifi Amplifier III Amplifier 
sample  

Pick-up Coil 

Fig. 4.14: Block diagram of vibrating sample magnetometer 

The sample is fixed to a small sample holder located at the end of a sample 

rod mounted in an electromechanical transducer. The transducer is driven by 

a power amplifier which itself is driven by an oscillator at a frequency of 90 

l-lertz. So, the sample vibrates along the Z axis perpendicular to the 

magnetizing field. The latter induced a signal in the pick-ui) coil system that 

is fed to a differential amplifier. The output of the differential amplifier is 

subsequently fed into a tuned amplifier and an internal lock-in amplifier that 

receives a reference signal supplied by the oscillator 
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The output of this lock-in amplifier, or the output of the magnetometer itself, 

is a DC signal proportional to the magnetic mOment of the sample being 

studied. The C leetroinechan ica I trallsdUCer can moc along X, Y and Z 

directions in order to lind the saildlL' point. Calibration of the vibrating 

sample magnetometer is done by measuring the signal of a pure Ni standard 

of known saturation magnetic moment placed in the saddle point. 

The basic instrument includes the electromechanical system and the 

electronic system (including a personal computer). Laboratory 

electromagnets or superconducting coils of' various maximum field strengths 

may be used. lor ultra-high magnetic fields a cryogen-free magnets can be 

also used. For the characterization of soft magnetic materials a pair of 

Helmholtz coils may be also used. As accessories a high temperature oven 

assembly and a liquid I lelium cryostat is also used. 

Technical specifications of VSM (typical figures) 

Maximum sensitivity: 5x 10 emu 

Calibrated ranges from 100 to 0.01 emu full scale. 

Stability of output signal: 0.05% of full scale per day. 

Absolute accuracy: better than 2% 

Angular variation of 11: full 360°  rotation 0.50  

Maximum sample size: 7mm. 

4.9 Applications 

Using a vibrating sample magnetometer one can measure the DC 

magnetic moment as a function of temperature. magnetic field, angle and 
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time. So, it allows to perIorm susceptibility and magnetization studies. Some 

of the most common measurements done are: hysteresis loops, susceptibility 

or saturation magnetization as a lunction 01 temperature (thermo-magnetic 

analysis), magnetization CLIFVCS as a function of angle (anisotropy), and 

magnetization as a function of time. 



CHAPTER- 5: 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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5.0 Results and Discussion 

5.1 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Analysis 

For the study of diffraction arc useful techniques to identify the various phases of 

the annealed nanocomposite magnetic materials crystallographic structural properties. X- 

ray diffraction (XRD), neutron diffraction and electron diffraction are useful techniques 

to identify the various phases of the time dependent annealed nanocomposite magnetic 

materials of the composition NdTbl lel( Cuc.cNb I  Bc and Nd.FcmCuosNhi Big.s. X-ray 

diffraction studies of the samples were performed by using Philips X'PERT PRO X-ray 

Diffractomcter using Cu-K,, radiation in the range of 20 = 300 to  800  in steps of 0.020. 

XRD patterns of the annealed samples (annealing temperature 923 K) are different 

annealing time 1, 3, 5, l() & 20 minute for Nd3Tb1 Fc7 Cuo.5NbiBig.s and 

Nd4Fe76CUO.-;Nbj Big  i arc presented. 

5.1.1 Time Annealing Effect of Structural Properties of 

Nd3Tb1 Fe76Cuo.5Nb1 B18.5  

In order to determine crystallization products of Nd3TbiFe76Cuo.sNbiBi8.5 at 

different stages of crystallization X-ray diffraction studies have been performed. The 

phases have been identiled as FeR and (Ndl'h)2 Fe1 13 by X-ray diffraction (51)  X-ay 

diffraction patterns for the samples annealed at 923 K for different annealing time are 

shown in Fig.-5. 1 to Fig.-5.5. For the annealing time of 1 min soft phase Fc3B has 

formed. 

It 
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Fig. -5.1 X-ray diffraction patterns for the samples annealed at 923 K 
for the annealing time of 1 minute 
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Fig.- 5.2 X-ray diffraction patterns for the samples annealed 
at 923 K for the annealing time of 3 minute 
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Fig. - 5.3 X-ray diffraction patterns for the samples annealed at 
923 K for the annealing time of 5 mm. 
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Fig. - 5.4 X-ray diffraction patterns for the samples annealed at 923 K 
for the annealing time of 10 minute 
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For the higher annealing time, hard magnetic phase Nd2 Fe14 B has formed though 

in a small amount in association with soft phase Fe313. It has been observed by Kneller 

and 1-lawig that formation of only 10% of Nd2 Fe14 B is sufficient to enhance the 

coercivity significantly by exchange spring mechanism and therefore relative amount of 

hard phase is always very small than the soft phase in the initial stage of annealing. 

Relative amount of hard phase increases with the increase of annealing time and for the 

annealing time of 20 minutes the peaks of Nd2 Fe14 B phase are prominent. With the 

increase of annealing time relative amount of soft phase Fe3B also increases. Grain size 

does not change significantly and remains on the average 16 to 18 nm as determined from 

FWI-IM of highest intensity peak. In order to observe the effect of Tb addition the X-ray 

diffraction patterns of the sample of composition Nd4Fe76CUO.5Nb,BIR.5  has been 

presented in Fig.- 5.6 to Fig.- 5.9. Though the difference in composition between these 

alloys is the substitution of 1 at.% of Tb in place of Nd the X-ray diffraction patterns are 

very much identical. This is because the coherent crystal structure of(Ndlb)2Fe,4B/Fe3B 

for the first composition and Nd2 Fe1413/Fe313 are very similar. For the later composition 

also first phase, which has been evolved is Fc3 R phase. With the increase of annealing 

time the hard phase Nd2 Fe1 .B has evolved. All these compositions have exhibited 

qualitative increment of both soft and hard magnetic properties due to the evolution of 

nanoscaled grains evolved from amorphous precursor by appropriate annealing 

Formation of the hard phase has been manifested in large coercivity for both the sample, 

which will be described in the following next section. 

'1 
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anneiIing tempeture 923 K 
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Fig. - 5. 5 X-ray diffraction patterns for the samples annealed at 923 K 
for the annealing time of 20 minute 
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Fig.- 5.6 X-ray diffraction patterns for the samples annealed at 923 K 
for the annealing time of 1 minute 
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Fig. - 5.7 X-ray diffraction patterns for the samples annealed at 923 K 
for the annealing time of 5 minute 
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Fig. -5.8 X-ray diffraction patterns for the samples annealed at 923 K 
for the annealing time of 10 minute 
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Fig.- 5. 9 X-ray diffraction patterns for the samples annealed at 923 K for 
the annealing time of 20 minute 
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5.1.2 Effect of Differeni Annealing Time of Hysteresis Parameter of 

Nd3Tb Fe7 Cu .5N b1 1 155  at Constaii I Annealing Teni perature 

Hysteresis loops obtained at 923 K ftr clilierent annealing time have been 

presented in Fig.— 5.10. In Fig.-5.10, Y-axis values have been normalized by the 

maximum value of saturation magnetization. It may be noticed that saturation 

magnetization has not been achieved even alter applying a maximum held of 3 ['esla. 

This is due to the high magnetocrystallinc aniSOtropy, which is common for R21"c1413. 

Values of saturation magnetization., coercivity, remanent ratio, and maximum energy 

product derived from the hysteresis loops have been presented in Table 5.1. When the 

sample is annealed at 923 K for I minute the sample is magnetically very soft and field 

dependence of magnetization gives line hysteresis. highest value of cocreivity about 4.76 

kOc, rernanent ratio about 0.699 and maxitmim energy product about 9.54 MGOe has 

been obtained for the sample annealed at 923 K for 5 minutes. in Fig.— 5. 10, there is no 

change in the shape ol the hysteresis loops, which are convex like single phase permanent 

magnet up to the annealing time of 20 minutes, which indicates that the material is 

exchange-coupled up to the annealing time adopted in this experiment. 

Hysteresis loops of NdFc76CuO5Nb B 5  have been presented in Fig. -5.11. 

Similar pattern of behavior has been obtained for this composition also. But, since this 

alloy composition does not contain any,  Ib, which has very high anisotropic behavior, the 

values of cocrcivitv are much less. It is notable to observe high rcmanent ratio for this 

composition than the former one. 
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Fig. - 5.10 Hysteresis loops for the samples annealed at 923 K 
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Fig.- 5.11 Hysteresis loops for the samples annealed at 923 K for 
different annealing time. 
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Table;- 5.1 Hysteresis loop parameters for Nd3Tb1 Fe76Cu0,5Nb1 B,8,5  and 
Nd4Fe76Cu0,5Nb I  B 1 8.5  

Hysteresis parameters for Nd3  lb1  Fe7 ,Cuo.5Nb i B is3 

Anneal. AnneaL ]'irie M.. ll, M r/M, (Bli)rn.i  
emu / g kOc MCOe 

temp. 
mill. 

1 145 - - - 923 
923 3 140 4.15 0.697 8.54 
923 5 142 4.76 0.699 9.54 
923 10 147 4.40 0.693 9.43 

923 20 147 4.52 0.689 9.34 

Hysteresis parameters for Nd4Fe76Cu05Nb1  B185  

Anneal. Annealing M5  H Mr/Ms (BH)max  
temp. time ernu / g kOc MGOc 

K Miii.  

923 1 
923 5 145 3.18 0.760 8.99 
923 10 145 3.18 0.753 9.21 
923 20 145 3.30 0.753 8.37 

923 25 144 3.18 0.730 6.92 

95 
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Due to the combined effect of the high coercivity and low remanent ratio for the 

former composition and the low coercivity and high remanent ratio of the later 

composition lcad to almost same order of magnitude of energy product, (BH)niax, which 

can be observed in Fig.-5. 12 and Fig.- 5.13 and also in Table 5.1. it is known that the 

anisotropy field of Tb and Dy is the highest among all the rare earth elements. Therefore, 

presence of these two elements increase the overall anisotropy of the material as a result 

of which it leads to enhanced value of cocreivitv but at the expense of remanent ratio. 

Froin Fig.- 5.11, it can be Further noticed the elThct of over annealing condition br the 

sample annealed at 923 K for 25 minutes. The curve has assumed slightly concave shape 

which is a manifestation that the grains have been grown sufficiently large due to over 

annealing of the sample as a result of which it has been deviated from the convex nature 

of the hysteresis loop free from constriction effect. 

In Fig.-5. 12 and Fig.-5. I 3 hysteresis loops of samples of compositions 

Nd3TbiFe76Cuo5NbiBitc and Nd4Fe76Cu05Nb j Bj.5  have been presented. It is seen from 

Tablc-5.1 that the highest value of (B11)riax  of Nd3TbiFcmCuo.5NbiBis.5 has been obtained 

for the sample annealed at 923K for 10 minutes. In Fig.-5.12 and Fig.-5.13 the sample 

without Tb of composition Nd41:e76Cu( sNb1 13 1S  annealed at the same temperature i.e. 

923K for 10 minutes have been iresciitcd lr comparison. Cocrcivity, remanent ratio and 

maximum energy product of Nd4FemCuuNhtBi are 3.30 kOe. 0.753 and 8.37 MGOc 

respectively. While the coercivitv, remanent ratio and maximum energy product of 

Nd3TbtFc76Cu0.5NbtBI8.5 are 4.40k0e. 0.693 and 9.43MGOe. 
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Through an enhanceineiu of coercivitv takes place duc to the higher anisotropy 

field when Nd is partial lv substituted by lb. remancnt ratio is decreased duC to 

antiferromagnetie coupling between rare earth and transition xnctal 5.2 . The magnetization 

of light rare earth (LRE) sublattice couples ferrornagnetically to the magnetization of the 

transition metal sublattice. The opposite is true for the heavy rare earth (1-IRE) elements 

rendering these latter materials fi.rromagnetic. It may be pointed out here that the 

anisotropy field of Nd2Fc1 .113 is 150 kOc (12 MAIm) and Tb2Fc14B (28 MAIm) 52 . 

combined effect of antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe and Tb and higher anisotropy 

field of Tb2Fe4B led to the enhancement of coercivity and reduction of remanent ratio, 

which in turn has resulted in lower value of maximum energy product. 

Fig.- 5.14 shows room temperature (300 K) hysteresis loop and some minor recoil 

loops along the demagnetization branch for the sample annealed at 923 K for 3 minutes. 

In Fig.-5.15, the area of the recoil loops normalized to the area of half of the major 

hysteresis loops are plotted as a function of the reverse field I-I. The areas have been 

extracted by numerical integration of the recoil curves of Fig.-5.14. The development of 

the loop area is due to the decoupling of' the magnetic moment between hard and soft 

phase. In 1-1g.-5. 15. the recoil area shows a pronounced maximum at the field where the 

largest number of hard phase grains switch magnetization direction. Recoil loops are 

small having high recoil permeability. When the reverse field is lower than the critical 

field magnetization which returns from the demagnetizing field is very close to the 

starting value. The areas of the loops at these stages are also negligible. As the 

demagnetizing field approaches the critical field, areas of the loops increase. Near the 

coercive field area of the loop is highest. 
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This field amounts to 4600 Oc for the sample annealed at 923 K for 3 minutes. 

As pointed out by Kang ci. at. the peak in the recoil area is coincident with thc 

coercivity of the hard component \Vhilc the departure from zero recoil area at low reverse 

fields corresponds to the inter-phase exchange field, 1I. In Fig. -5.15, the reduced 

quantity D(H) = 
—M d  (i-i) 

= - 
AMe,.(H) 

is plotted vs. I-I, where M(I(H) is the dc 

field demagnetization remanence i.e. the remanence acquired after saturation in one 

direction and subsequent application of a de field i-i in the opposite direction and Mr is 

the saturation remanence. In 1-'1g.-5. 15 provide information about the stability of the 

reversible state and about the critical field of irreversible changes of the magnetization. 

For the sample annealed at 923 K, the D(l 1) versus 1-I curve is characterized by relatively 

sharp change of D(l-l) at the critical field where onset of irreversible change in the hard 

phase takes place, which has been obtained 11Dm the derivative of the D(ll) vs. 1-1 curve 

and found as 4000 Oe. In l"ig.-S. 16, the normalized recoil area versus field shows a 

pronounced maximum at the field (4000 Oc), where the largest number of hard phase 

grains switch magnetization direction. At the critical field, i.e. at the field where onset of 

irreversibility takes place, the area enclosed by the recoil loop is maximum and recoil 

loop does not trace the major demagnetization curve. 



CHAPTER -6 
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1. 6.0 Conclusions 

The phenomenon of' remanencc enhancement in isotropic nanocrystalline 

permanent magnets has been studied since the I 970s. Magnetic initial permeability of 

nanocrystalline / aniorphous ribbon strongly depends on annealing temperatures and 

times. Short time annealing above the crystallization temperature leads to the 

improvement of soft magnetic properties and is better than that for long time annealing. 

The best magnetic properties have been observed for the optimized annealed condition. 

At lower annealing temperature, enhancement of permeability takes place due to the 

structural relaxation. Permeability drops to a lower value during the initiation of 

crystallization. Enhanced initial permeability is of the order of I 0 and reduction of 

relative loss factor is of the order of I 0, which have been achieved at optimized 

annealing condition of respective compositions. This has been achieved because at this 

stage local anisotropY is averaged out by exchange coupling between nanograins 

embedded in the residual aniorphous matrix. 

The effect of remanenee enhancement is accounted for by the exchange coupling 

between grains of nanometer size. They derived a relationship between the microstructure 

and the magnetic properties that. predicts how to reach a significant enhancement. 

Knel Icr and I la \vio also estimated the m icrostructure parameters Of this new kind of 

material, for example, the distribution of' soil-magnetic phase and hard-magnetic phase 

and the fraction of soil-magnetic phase, indicating the possibility of developing 

nanocomposite permanent-magnetic materials. Below the model of Kneller and Hawig 

is presented in a brief way. 

'V 
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A survey on the inanetie properties Of some well-known materials of both 

categories in Table-S. I indicates that the saturation polarization J. , is for most k- 

materials considerably lower than for many in-materials, whereas the coercivity "(ti  of 

k-materials may exceed. by for the value jlI/2 . Moreover, the best of the k-materials 

contain about 25wt% or more of a rare earth metal, which add to their price and raises 

serious problems with rcspcct to chemical stability, while most m- materials are much 

reactive and rather inexpensive. 

Therefore it is tempting to consider composite materials consisting of two 

suitably dispersed and mutually exchange -- coupled phases, one of which is of the k-

type thus providing a high enough nucleation leld for irreversible magnetization 

reversal, and the other is an in-type material with M  as high as possible, in order to 

attain a high average saturation. In addition the rn-material may envelop the k-phase 

regions in order to prevent their corrosion. 

At first, the critical dimension oldie phase are estimated and later on the 

corresponding models of microstructures are discussed. On that basis, typical magnetic 

properties of such composites are derived. Finally it is shown how a material of this kind 

may be realized technologically and that its magnetic behavior corresponds entirely to the 

predictions of the theory. 

V 
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A partial substitution of Nd by l'h led to the enhancement of coercive field 

up to a value of 4.76 k Oe for the sample annealed at 923 K for 5 minutes. Recoil 

hysteresis loops are characterized by high recoil permeabilitics and small recoil loop area 

which indicates that the samples are exchange coupled. At low temperature, temperature 

dependence of hysteresis loops are governed by spin reorientationof the easy axis of 

Nd2Fe14B below 200K, field dependence of magnetization is discontinuous at low field 

leading to constricted hysteresis loop. 

£ 

* 
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Abstract 

Hard Nanocomposite samples of the composition Nd3 5Tb1Fe76Cu05Nb12B 85  exhibited exchange-spring 

behavior for a wide range of annealing temperatures and time. Amorphous flakes have been synthesized by 

melt spinning system and annealed in the quartz tube under a vacuum of 10 mbar pressure to observe the 

variation of magnetic properties with annealing condition. Highest value of coercivity around 4.76 kOe has 

been obtained for the sample annealed at 923 K for 5 minutes. Recoil hysteresis loop have been measured 

along the major demagnetization curve to observe the extent of springness for the sample annealed at 923 K 

for 3 minutes. Recoil loops are small having high recoil permeability. Irreversible component of magnetization 

was found to have very small value below the critical field. 

PACS: 5.50.Ww; 75.60.Jk; 75.60.Ej 

Keywords: Recoil hysteresis, Exchange spring, Nanostiuctured materials, Coercivity, Hysteresis loops 

1. Introduction by the crystallite sizes of both phases in particular the 

Nd-deficient Nd2Fe14B/Fe3B based nanocomposite 
soft phase, which can be controlled by dopants and/or 

alloys [1-6] are characterized by their exchange-spring 
additives and also by controlling heat treatment. 

behavior resulting in remanent ratio greater than 0.5, 
Compared to single phase Nd2Fe14B, nanocomposite 

which is highly desirable for permanent magnetic 
Nd2Fe14B/Fe3B based alloys are economic and 

materials. Magnetic properties of exchange spring 
corrosion resistant. Various dopants and substituents 

magnets are governed by the soft and hard magnetic 

phases that develop under appropriate annealing con-

dition. High reduced remanence characteristic to these 

materials arises from exchange coupling of magnetic 

moments across the interface between two phases. 

Besides high reduced remanence such systems pos-

sess high energy product (BH)max and a reversible 

demagnetization curve, which has been called as 

exchange-spring behavior. This causes the magnetic 

moments of both the phases to remain in the same 

direc ). It has been demonstrated earlier by Knetler 

and awig [1] that the enhancement of rernanonce 

and coercivity by this mechanism is mainly governed 
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have been used to enhance the value of coercivity. A 

partial substitution of Nd by heavy rare earth elements 

like Tb increases the anisotropy field, HA  which 

enhances the coercive field, but decreases strongly the 

remanence due to its antiferromagnetic coupling 

between rare earth and the transition metal [2]. Tb 

addition has previously been used to increase the 

coercivity of Pr2Fe14B due to higher anisotropy field of 

Tb2Fe14B [3]. 

Studies [4-6] of macroscopic reversible and irreversible 

magnetic behavior in nano-crystalline exchange 

coupled two-phase permanent magnetic materials 

demonstrate relatively steep recoil curves, which 

possess recoil permeabilities five times greater than 


